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SUMMARY

The need for a leadership development seminar for State Directors of
Vocational Education became apparent as the states attempted to carry ott
the mandate of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to provide approptiate
vocational education opportunities for "all persons of all ages in all
communities of the State."

Each State Director occupies a crucial position in the Federal-State-
local partnership in vocational education. Each is called on to work co-
operatively with educational leaders at many levels; oftentimes the State
Director serves as a catalyst for bringing together educational administra-
tors, employment services, economic planners, industrial development groups,
welfare agencies, labor organizations, and others to create relevant occu-
pational training programs to benefit individuals as well as the community,
the State, and the Nation.

Since 1963, a period of change and expansion in vocational education,
approximately one half of the fifty State Directors have been named to the
positions they now hold. In their new roles, few have had an opportunity
to participate in leadership development activities nor have they had the
time and resources to work together as a group on common problems, aims,
goals, principles, and purposes.

A leadership development seminar was designed to help each State
Director of Vocational Education acquire insight into his role as a key
educational leader within his State, and to see himself as a member of
the group. Specific goals for the conference were: To help State Directors
acquire skills in problem identification and solution; to assist State
Directors in developing interpersonal competencies; to assist in group
formation; and to set in motion a process and/or model for future action.

The seminar consisted of three major presentations follmded by dis-
ctssion periods. The remaini-::, time was spent in small groups where
State Directors worked on group processes and problem solving.

Reports generated during the meeting, and a subsequent questionaaire
to evaluate the conference (completed three months after the conference
concluded) revealed that the seminar was successful in accomplishing its
purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

Thio report describes a one-week leadership development seminar con-
ducted for State Directors of Vocational Education with the help of con-
sultants from the National Training Laboratories.

The need for a leadership development seminar became apparent as
states attempted to meet the mandate of the Vocational Education Act of
1963 charging State vocational education leadership with responsibility
for providing appropriate vocational education opportunities for "all
persons of all ages in all communities of the state."

Each State Director occupies a crucial role in the Federal-State
partnership in vocational education. Program development, in all its
quantitative and qualitative aspects, is a primary concern. In the posi-
tion of State Director for Vocational Education, each is called on to
work cooperatively with educational leaders at many levels; often times,
the State Director serves as a catalyst for bringing together educational
administrators, employment services, economic planners, industrial develop-
ment groups, welfare agpncies, labor organizations, and others in creating
educational programs that benefit individuals, as well as the community
at large.

The impact of technological change has added still another dimension
to vocational education leadership. Concepts and principles must be
adapted to new techniques in education; individuals need to be prepared
for employment in new and emerging occupations; the process of vocational
education oftentimes involves a wide range of psychological, health, and
remedial education services.

Since 1963, a period of change and expansion in vocational education,
almost one-half of the fifty State Directors have been named to the posi-
tions they now hold. Since assuming their new responsibilities, few have
had an opportunity to participate in leadership development activities,
nor have State Directors had time and resources to work together as a
group on common problems, atms, goals, principles, and/or purposes.

The leadership development seminar was designed to help each. State
Director of Vocational Education acquire insight into his role as a key
educational leader within his State, and to see hhnself as a member of
the group. An opportunity was provided to review basic principles and
practices of vocational education; to relate these principles and prac-
tices to current and future problems. An opportunity was provided for
participants to develop new concepts about leadership functions; to
acquire skills in problem definition; to gain practice in productive use
of consultants; and to assess his role as an individual and as a leader
in vocational education.
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METHOD

Thirty-four State Directors, or their designated representatives,

attended the seminar held in a secluded setting at Kentucky Dam Village

State Park. (Listed in. Appendix A) Members of the State Vocational

Department Staff helped in making physical arrangements, providing

transportation, and performing many other services that were needed.

Logistics for this type of an operation were not a simple task since it

involved the bringing together of individuals from all over the Nation.

Mr. James R. D. Eddy, Dean, Division of Extension, University of

Texas, served as a major consultant both in the planning and execution

of the project. In addition, the seminar staff was composed of five

trainers from the National Training Laboratories who designed and planned

the activities for the group. Specific goals for the conference wtre as

follows:

I. Help State Directors acquire skills in problem identification

and solution.

2. Help State Directors develop inter-personal competencies.

3. Help State Directors in group formation.

4. Set in motion a process for and/or model for future action.

The first day of the seminar was structured around three major

presentatiomfollowed in each case by a discussion period. Mr. Jack

Konecny, Assistant Director, James Connally Technical Institute, lead the

discussions. Presentations were as follows:

I. Dr. Felix C. Robb, Director
Sol* thern Association of Colleges and Schools

2. Dr. Curtis C. Aller
Associate Manpower Administrator
Department of Labor

3. Dr. Roy W. Dugger, Director
James Connally Technical Institite
and Vice President, Texas A & M University

(See Appendix B, C, and D for their presentations)

A Monday night session was structured by NTL consultants with four

small groups meeting simultaneously to consider "what happens in the

group."

The remaining three and one-half days were spent in working on

group processes and problem solving. The Directors formed several small

groups and held general meeting of the entire group as the need arose.
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The discussion modelused on the small working groups (Appendix E)
included problem identification; diagnosis of problem through identi-
fication of restraining forces; brainstorming action alternatives; and
selection of activities from among the alternatives.

Problem solving sessions were interspersed with progress reports to
the entire group.

Background papers were requested of several State Directors on sub-

jects of special interest. (Appendix F) Reading materials were also col-
lected and distributed to each participant. (See Bibliography)

FINDINGS

On the last day of the seminar, the staff led a general discussion on
the results of the week's meetings. A part of that session was tape-recorded,
and is included here to show, in part, the reactions to the seminar by
those who participated:

STATE DIRECTOR I: Has anybody ever tried to put into words what our purr

pose is as an organization. You fellows have been working with this

group all week. Have you gotten a sense of what we feel we think we

ought to be?

STAFF: I have one idea which I sort of got in around the chinks this week -
that one of the things I saw you doing every timo you ended up a formal
session was to say: "O.K., John, what are you doing in such and such --

in T'& I -- or how are you handling this problem related to the public
law." -- and I hear a lot of discussion going around specific things that
are going on in "my State," but you always did it in an informal session.
You didn't do it systematically. The implication for me was that one of
the ways you treat your national meetings is to get specific ideas about
how I should handle a particular thing -- and I think it would be possible,
say, before a national meeting, to get around to you some questions which

would allow you to say: "Where would you like to get help -- and maybe,

who would you like to get help from?" Who do you think in the Nation is

doing the best job in T & I? -- or whatever. Then you could build a con-
ference around helping one another, or you may want to get some other

resources. You may want to say: Who in the U. S. Office, or some other
place, has the kind of information you need to help you on a particular
problem, and you could build a conference around actually doing work on
that problem and utilizing that person as a resource, by just calling him
in, or having him stand by on the phone, or whatever.

STAFF: Maybe we could pick up on this where we started -- how do we see

this organization. Again, we established a norm yesterday that seemed to
work -- that is, if people wtnt to join us to say something they can move
right on into the circle. We don't have too much time, but we'd certainly

like to invite you to do this.



STAFF: One of the things we were talking about at breakfast WAS that
ytu've had representation here of about two-thirds of your total organi-
zation. Out of that, some people have been here all the way through,
some people have left. It seems to us that what has been going on here
represents something that is very important to you. One of the thirgs
ytu might waht to consider is how are you going to communicate what
happened here to the thirty-six of you to the other sixteen or seventeen
people who did not attend this meeting. If this is something that you feel
is important, it seems that it would be vital that the other people some-
how get some information about what went on here and what some of the
next steps are this group is going to take. This may be something that
you want to consider before you break up -- that is, how are you going
to communicate it to the rest of the people?

STAFF: I guess building on this -- the design we had to try and test
this out will be to raise this question, that was just raised, and maybe
take three minutes just talking to one or two people next to you and
brainstorming around the notion of how are we going to communicate this
in a meaningful fashion to the people who are not here; not only, I
suppose, to State Directors, but also to members of our own organizations.
For example, those over whom we have some responsibility or authority.
Weld you do that -- just where you are sitting now -- take two or three
minutes -- communicating this conference to other people, and then we'll
feed it back into the tape recorder.

STATE DIRECTOR I: We came to the conclusion that a written communication
to this particular group is out. The only way that we can successfully
communicate is through demonstration . . . a reinforcement of the methods
and processes used here in future meetings, and carrying the demonstration
on a little bit farther into a practical basis (not saying that the other
isn't practical) back to the States to a working level . . . carry on the
same processes within the State organizations, working hard to obtain a
high degree of success, and using your particular State's sutcess in com-
municating with others who are trying the same thing, and using the areas
for models for other States, hoping to involve them.

STAFF: O.K., if I hear you, at least one suggestion for a communication
uodel is to take this stuff back and start trying to put it into practice
avA hoping to communicate via a model, if you will.

STATE DIRECTOR II: I don't think it is possible to really communicate an
exveriente. You can talk about it, but people don't get an understanding
of it unless they've participated. In our chat here, wr decided that prob-
ably a written report would be forthcoming, bIlt it's not really going to
tell the story. There are a lot of things that won't appear in that report -
the hesitanty of some of the people in the group to join in, probably the
lack of depth of understanding of the group that handicapped the staff
initially; I think you understand us better now.



STAFF: We hope you understand us better, too.

STATE DIRECTOR III: I think that was a handicap, toe. Our lack of under-

standing of your role in duAing with the group. This you can't put into

a report. You really can't communicate it.

STATE DIRECTOR IV: I still think we have to have a report.

STATE DIRECTOR V: Oh, yes, we'll have une, but there are things that yDu

write in a report that may tell aboat same of the problems but the people

who weren't here and didn't experience the problems just won't understand.

STATE DIRECTOR VI: Someone had an idea here that while you can't communi-
cate entirely, the thought was to set up a similar type of panel like this

at our AVA Convention consisting of four or five who are here, and just
have them react for the group as to how they felt, how they reacted, as a

means of communicating with the group, and over a period uf tium, any
reactions today are somewhat immediate reactions, but between naw and then

we can look back in retrospect lin how it affected us.

STATE DIRECTOR VII: One other thought that came up is that in our regional
conference we relate what went on here, and try to demonstrate the tech-

niques. We have four states here who want to work on a regioaal basis.
Another idea is that we each select a state within our region close to us
and work with the State Director to relate this information to him.

STATE DIRECTOR VIII: Having gone through all this, as you think back on

it, as time goes on, the techniques and approaches to these things kinda

leave us. This concerns me a little bit about how we get this communi-
cated to groups we try to work with -- can we get some little reninder --
here are the steps, the suggestions, some sort of a reminder?

STAFF: I think you're going to have copies of all the materials that we

have generated here, some of the models, some of the designs, if-that will

be of some help.

STATE DIRECTOR IX: I'd like to make one other comment, and I am just

recognizing the problem here. On the part of the whole group of State
Directots, we are under a great deal of pressure to do routine that we

face daily, we all have a series of crash projects that we have to work

on with the legislature, the Governor, or whoever else asks us -- we

work on these things. The temptation is to put things like this off;
that's the problem I need to work on, but I'll do it next week, and next
week becomes next month and next year and before long you're faced with

a situation where it becomes a crash problem, and you've got to drop
everything anA deal with it, where a lot of the problem solving, as I

can see it right now, could be done with enough lead time for thought-
ful approaches and.really trying to come up with a new approach or am
innovative approach, instead of doing the only thing that occurs at the

time. I just wanted to thraw this out. I think all of us could probably
be just forewarned that the temptation is going to be there to forget all

about this.
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At the concluding session of the seminar, these specific plans

emerged:

1. A four-state study, involving staff members on how to more

effectively utilize staff of state departments.

2. A task force group to continue to study the scope of voca-

tional education.

3. A change in the structure of national meetings held by

State Directors of Vocational Education -- a change to

"Problem solving" as opposed'to the traditional "speech making."

Beginning with the State Director's meeting held in Cleveland,

December, 1967, two da.,i's of "problem solving" were scheduled

for inclusion in the agenda.

Three months later, State Directors were asked to evaluate the

seminar by responding to a questionnaire. The questionnaire solicited

comments as to the value of the seminar. Findings and comments are

summarized as follows:

Questionnaire to Evaluate Leadership Development

Seminar for State Directors of Vocational Education

Kentucky Dam Village State Park - Gilbertsville, Kentucky

May 21-26, 1967

ARRANGEMENTS

Location

1. Was the choice of the location for the meeting Excellent 17 ;

Very Good 12 ; Good 1 ; Fair

Comments:

Poor

2. Does this type of location contribute to more effective learning?

Yes 29 No 1

... Comments:



3, Would the same results have been achieved if the meeting had been

held tn a large city hotel?

Yes 1 ; No 18 ; Don't Know 10

4. What changes in a chodce of location would you suggest?

Facilities

1. Was the housing satisfactory?

Yes

ComMents:

30 No

2. Were the meeting roams satisfactory?

Yes 26 ; No 2

Comments: 1 - Not too good.; 1 - No comment 4111r.amm

3. Were the hours spent in meeting About Right 25 Too

Long ; Too Short 5 - No answer.

4. What changes would you suggest to improve facilities?

PROGRAM

General Meetings

1. First Session (Monday)

a. You have already evaluated each presentation. Condsidering

the total seminar, was the time Spent in general presentations

Too Long

3 - No answer

6 ; Too Short 1 ; O.K. 20 .



b. Would it have been better to limit general presentations

to one a day rather than all on one day?

Yes 16 ; No 6

Comments on this Session:

; No Difference 5 .

3 - no answer .

2. Second Session (Friday morning)

a. Was the summarization by tie panel of National Training

Laboratory leaders

Excellent 2 Very Good 11 ; Good 8 ;

Fair 3 Poor 1 ; 5 - No answer.

b. Was the final panel on "future directions"

Excellent 2 Very Good 11 Good 9

Fair 2 Poor 6 - No answer

3. Human Behavior (Process Groups)

This was a sampling only -- in light of this

a. How .effective was this sampling toward gaining better under-

standing of human behavior?

Etcellent 1 ; Very Good 8 Good 6 ;

Fair 8 ; Poor--- .1 6 ; 1 - No answer

b. Should more time be given to this type of learning in future

seminars?

Yes 9 ; No

Comments:

c. What changes would you suggest for future seminars

18 No answer
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4. Problem Solving

a. How do you rate this phase of the program?

Excellent 9 Very Good 12_ Good 6 ;

Fair 2 ; Poor - No answer;

b. Have you used the problem solving techniques since you haw;

returned home?

20 ; No 8 2 - No answer.

c. What changes would you suggest for future seminars

GENERAL

To what extent was there involvement of all members of the seminar?

High Degree ; Considerable 14 ; Average 8

Little

Ls

To what extent was the intFchange of ideas among the setinar parti-
%

cipants of value to you?

High Degree 9 ; Considerable 18 ; Average 3 ;

;

Little

Do you feel that as a result of your experience in this seminar you have

a better concept of your role as a:

a. Leader: Greatly 2 ; Significantly 15 ; Some 12

Little ; None 1 .

b. Administrator: Greatly 3 ; Significantly 14 ; Some 9 ;

Little 3 ; None 1

Comments:

- 10 -
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4. As a State Director what were the major values of the meetings to

you?

TANI

5. What constructive criticism can you offer on any phase of the seminar

not covered by previous questions:

Comments of State Directors of Vocational Education
on Results of Leadership Develoement Seminar

The question "As a State Director, what were the major values of
the meetings to you?" elicited the following comments (three months

----after the seminar):

1. The major value was in learning new techniques in problen
solving.

2. Since I am new in the work, matters presented were very
relevant and important to me. I perhaps profited a great deal
more than some other individuals at the conference. It gave me
an opportunity to sit back and evaluate the processes used in our
State office and to exchange ideas with other persons in the same
capacity in other states.

3. Opportunity to commune with my fellow directors.

4. One of the poorest conferences I've ever attended, mostly
because of time wasted with NTL. The conference did not turn
out as envisioned or planned by the State Directors . . . only
the problem solving sessions, and the Mbnday's speakers, and
person.to person discussion which always takes place,.were of
value to me.

5. As a new person, this conference gave tremendous insight into
problems to be faced.

6. As a new, inexperienced State Director, I learned to know the
older members of the organization.

7. Time to exchange ideas on vocational education programs, prac-
tices, and projections.
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8. ihere was a lot of wheel-spinning and uncertainty in the.early

stages of the human relations portion of the seminar. The major

value was in better personal acquaintanceshtp with other directors,

and praticipation in the problem solving process.

10. I believe leadership in the whole State will be improved in

vocational education as a result of this activity. The major value

has been leadership development both with my own staff and for the

Division of Vocational Education as a whole and with other persons

in vocational education.

11. Time for getting together with other directors free from other

meeting pressures.

12. The knowledge that all our problems are qudte similar and that

a common approach to their solution is desirable.

13. Discussion of.problems with leaders, and the fine presentations.

14. The interchange of ideas with the other directors and the oppor-

tunity for the directors to begin to weld themselves into an

effective unit.

15. Better awareness of other State's plans and projections. Help

in problem solving.

16. An opportunity for informal face-to-face contact and exchange

of ideas .with all Edrectors.

17. An exchange of ideas.

18. The finding of new ways to approach and solve problems.

19. The exchange of ideas and discussion of common problems.

20. The.exchange of ideas with other directors.

21. The problem solving sessions and general discussions.

22. Becoming aware of new s)proaches, developments, etc.,.in other

states that one doesn't get except at a meeting such as this one.

23. A chance to face problems with us bringing to bear a pool of

knowledge, experience, ideas that exist only amongsf State Direc-

tors, and using these resources to.seek new and modified solutions

to our problems.

24. A dramatic.change in my point of view.

25. Techniques in problem solving and in involving other people

in decision making.
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26. The development of unity in thought and planning, and in

adding faces to people's names.

27. Learning haw other states are solving problems, and in

isolating problems that face State Directors.

28. To exchange ideas and get to know my counterparts from

other states.

29. Built better communications with my fellow directors, and

improved my knowledge of human nature through in depth discussion

of common problems.

30.1 was impressed with the extent of responF7bilities of State

Directors, and the need for national planning on the part of

the Directors.

CONCLUSION

By reviewing the four objectives stated earlier in this report,

and from the responses of the State Directors in evaluating the week,

it.can be concluded that this seminar was successful in accomplishing

its purposes. The ultimate goals can only be realized to the.extent

that programs of vocational education in every state of the Nation are

made more adequate and more availableto more people.
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SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS

State Directors (or *designated representative).

Adams., J. MArion (Arkansas)
Andrew, Neal (New Hampshire)
Bullard, A. G. (North Carolina)
Bunten, John W. (Nevada)
Clark, Harold (Washington, D. C.)
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*Fletcher, L. E. (Louisiana)
Guemple, John R. (Texas)
Hilton, E. P. (Kemacky)
Hunt, M. G. (New Mexico)
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Linson, M. G. (Colorado)
Loomis, William G. (Oregon)
Matthews, Ralph (Alaska)
Mulling, George W. (Georgia)
Murphy, Joseph F. (Connecticut)

*Myer, Fred (Delaware)
Nichols, Mark (Utah)
Oleson, E. B. (South Dakota)
Reid, James R. (Maryland)
Sandham, Thomas (Rhode Island)
Shoemaker, Byrl (Ohio)
Smith, Wesley (California)
Snell, John A. (Maine)
Snyder, John E. (Kansas)
*Spaziani, Richard (Guam)
Stanley, Cecil (Nebraska)
Struck, Jack (Pennsylvania)

*Swartz, George (Virginia)
Watson, Cola (Vermont)
Wick, S. K. (Minnesota)
Worthington, Robert (New Jersey)

Resource Persons

Aller,D Curtis (Washington, D. CO
Dumwr, Roy (Texas)
Jochen, Al (Ohio)
Koneeny, Jack (Texas)
Robb, Felix C. (Georgia)
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AVA Staff

Allen, Mary P.
Burkett, Lowell A.
Eddy, James R. D.
Ellis, MAry L.
Field, Paula J.
Kugler, Harold

NTL Consultants

Blumberg, Dr. Arthur
Crosby, Rev. Robert
Griswold, Rev. Don
Lake, Dr. Dale
Shaevitz, Dr. Morton

lialAIALItaff

Ball, Polly
Bottoi Mr. and Mrs M. M.

Esham, C. F.
Fitzgerald, Steve
Grogan, Robert
Hume, Edgar E.
Lamar, Carl E.
Martin, Fred
McGown, James R.
Vanover, Mx. George
Williamson, Mary Lvis
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AMA Staff

Allen, Mary P.
Burkett, Lowell A.
Eddy, James R. D.
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APPENDIX B
Remarks of Dr. Felix Robb, Director

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
to

Leadership Development Seminar for State Directors of Vocational

Education

Kentucky Dam Village State Park

Lowell A. Burkett, Executive Director, American Vocational Association

It 4 teed a real pleasure to present our first speaker this

morning. HA will be presenting his thinking in regard to social issues

of the day that affect the program with which we have such a vital

concern.

Dr. Felix Robb assumed his present position as Director of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in July of 1966. Before

moving to this post, he was President of George Peabody College for

Teachers in Nashville. Dr. Robb has long been actively involved in

education, civic and religious activities in many organizations at the

national, regional, state and local level. He is the author of more

than fifty publications and monographs. He is the Chairman of the Federal

Government's Southeastern Regional Manpower Advisory Comnittee.

It was my privilege to participate in a conference held in Atlanta

some two monLas ago called by Dr. Robb, where a numberd people from

"cAsiness, industry, labor and education discussed occupational education

in the South. This was a very successful meeting. He is a great believer

in -.he field of work in which we tree involved. I have enjoyed knowing

Dr. Robb for only a short period of time, but I should say to you that

he is a wonderful gentlemen. I present to you, Dr. Felix Robb.
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Felix Robb:

I appreciate tremendously the privilege of being here with you.

My interest in vocational education is a long-standing one, but my

active involvement is very brief. As Lowell Burkett nas said, about

two months ago the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools held

an exploratory, invitational conference involving 125 significant people

from business, industry, and education -- particularly vocational educa-

tion e- from eleven Southern states. From that beginning will come a

Southwide action program in vocational education which I trust will be

beneficial to our region.

In undettAking today this challenging assignment to think through

the context of our lives and work, we are afforded an opportunity to

avoid becoming narrowly bedded down in immediacy and minutiae. We must

also avoid total preoccupation with the inner problems of our own

specialized field, for this can exclude from consciousness concern about

global forces and issues that swirl about us and impinge upon us. We

must never evade these larger issues and thereby lose ourselves in pro-

vinciality. I will say some things with which you may very well wish to

take issue. This is fine. I do not ask you to agree with me; only that

you think about these things. In each case, let us ask ourselves a ques-

tion: What are the implications of this issue for manpower programs, for

occupctional training, and for our beleaguered schools that are confrouted

with overwhelming demands. This commentary hopefully will trigger

thinking on your part as to how we can plug gaps and deficiencies in our

imperfect but remarkable educational system and thereby improve the

society of which it is an important part.



You gentlemen are the leaders in this country in vocational

education. You are not only leaders; you have the key roles. As

great as are the developing help and leadership of the Federal

government, its expanding role is still a small one in vocational

education compared to the one performed by the fifty states.

In this room today is assembled the leadership that has con-

ceived what is essentially a magnificent design for occv,ational

education of a new order --more effective, more exciting, more

vital and prestigeful that we wyuld have dared to dream over a

decade ago. As you thresh out the problems that confront you, it

is necessary to be constantly mindful of the contemporary societal

context for our lives and our work. Thus, I invite your attention

to a few selected aspects of our complex, changing, wonderful and

codkeyed world which is our frame of reference and which determines

much of what we can do and how we must go about it.

I see a possibility for working a veritable miracle if we will

apply ourselves. The next frontier in education, I believe, will be

the area of preparation for the world of work on a vast international

scale. It will come to pass if you determine that it shall come. This

is where we in the United States have an opportunity to make a signift-

cant difference in ehe quality of life in America and for all the

mrlds' people.

With respect to the many burning societal issues and problems we

are going to touch upon this morning in this brief hour, we are somewhat

analogous to tha drunk who was hauled into court and accused of setting

fire to his bed. His plea was: "Judge, I'm an innocent man. That bed

was on fire when I got in it!''
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Our world is on fire. If you turned on your TV set this morning

you heard the latest reports from the Middle East and you know that we

may be on the brink of World War III. Our country and our world are in

a precarious relationship in which delicate balances of power are daily

threatened. Although our mission today is not to analyze the international

situation az se, world affairs constitute the largest context for our

lives and influence human destiny enormously.

We live in a world that is made smaller and more inter-related by

modern transportation and by a veritable explosion of capabilities in

the communications realm. We now have orbiting satellites that can beam

belevision signals from one continent to another. We know more about

what is happening in the rest of the world than ever before. The other

day a mother, seated before a television set in her home, watched a news

report about the war in Viet Nam where her only son was fighting. There

was mention of a special engagement of his platoon, and then on the tele-

vision screen came a picture of the action. A soldier WAS seriously

wounded. It wus her son. Never before in history had a family exper-

ienced that kind of rapid inter- continental communication from a war

zone to the living room.

Two-thirds of the world's populatixt, let us never forget, is sadly

underfed and ill housed. This is a worldin which the white man is a

definite minority. Few people in the United States die of starvation,

but millions in India and other depressed countries die every year from

malnutrition and hunger. World.wide, the rich get relatively richer and

the poor get poorer. We have not yet found the means for the most effec-

tive developulent, distribution-, and utilization of the world's resources

and wealth for its billions of people. We need, too, a greater world-wide
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understanding, acceptance, and application of a free and responsible

enterprise system which links material rewards to productive effort

by individuals and provides the essentials for learning and earning.

The population explosion so often talked about is out of hand

in many impoverished areas of the world. It is out of hand in a country

such as India, with no real prospect of getting it under control soon.

There are encouraging signs here and there in the area of voluntary

birth control, but the juggernaut of expanding population, if not soon

contained, will defeat every effort to lift the standard of living of

the poor.

Think for a moment of the earth's hotspots. The split countries

of Viet Nam, Korea, and Germany; the divided city of West Berlin, pro-

bably the greatest symbol of freedom in the world today; the Middle

East which is about to burst forth in flames; the two Chinas; the

Hong Kong situation; India-Pakistan tension; Cuba, for the moment

defused; and Latin America, a tinderbox to the South of us, restive,

troubled, with perennial threats of revolution and governmental

overthrow.

Does it not appear that we face a vast dilemma in international

relations? We are incapable of policing the world and could not now

effectively mount even another Berlin airlift while we are engaged

in Viet Nam. Yet a policy of meeting and containing aggression against

freedom in many parts of the world is required. Being the leader of

the free world demands enormous military capability. Failure to have

and to use with discretion this power would reduce the perimeter of

freedom to the dimension of a noose around our necks. This is a hard

but realistic appraisal of the external forces arrayed against us.
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In the background of all our work is the grave question of human

freedom at home and abroad. If any human being's freedom is threatened,

the freedom of all of us is jeopardized. In this country there are

isolationist forces, as there have always been, that would encourage

us to withdraw to Fortress America. There are also those who advo-

cate that our perimeter of concern must be expanded in the free world

as far out as possible to embrace people who live in hope of a better

day for individuals as well as nations.

The burning question: Can we maintain the present perimeter of

freedom? Can we expand it? We do have allies. We still have friends.

But the anti-Viet Nam War protests are a rising minority expression of

a kind of isolationism. They may also be a reflection of the growing

cult of non-involvement. The issues and the task of Viet Nam are far

too complex for simple solutions. We see two vast idealogical systems

in conflict . . . communimm and democracy. In the process of interaction

each is influencing and, in part, shaping and changing the other. Let us

be oppimistic and hope this process can lead to peace.

What are the manpower implications of all this business about the

world situation and our military stance? For one thing, we have the con-

tinuation of a systen of selective military service. The draft law is

obviously going to be renewed, hopefully modified somewhat in the way it

is administered; but it is not likely to be vastly changed. Extensive

training is taking place in military programs ranging from those that are

absolutely superb and highly relevant to civilian life to those which are

poorly done and virtually irrelevant to civilian life. The Department of

Defense has undertaken to train men who have heretofore been considered
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unfit for military service. The D. 0. D. proposes to do what the

American public schools have not been able to do, i.e. reclaim and

make effective, at least for military purposes, an additional

100,000 men. This can be a significant factor, and from such efforts

as this one created outside the framework of regularly established

schools we are beginning to gather some new and universally useful

insights which can, among other things, help improve vocational

education.

What dislocations will come if peace ever arrives? This is an

ihteresting question. I would feel uncomfortable with a government

which did not plan hopefully for peace; 5ut I also would have little

confidence in a government which did not base it major plans on the

assumption that international tensions will exist in the forseeable

future. Such a dual approach to central planning allows a whole

serif's of alternative approaches to manpower development, to education,

and to the improvement of life in our cities and across the land.

In looking at social factors, I highlight education because it is

our principal instrumentality for acculturation, for the socialization

of human beings. If we had the time, it would be useful to take

American education apart, look at it, and see if we could put the pieces

back together in a better configuration, in a way to make the most of

what we have, and in a fashion that would allow the educative process

to be greater than the simple sum of its parts. At least we should be

thoroughly analytical -- if not dispassionate -- in vocational education,

which is experiencing a new surge of power, interest, and investment.

If we are wise, vocational education will avoid entrenchment and inflexi-

bility, which are the premonitory characteristics of ultimate defeat,
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Above all else, education for the world of work must be viable enough,

experimental enough, and op6n-ended enough to meet new and unpredictable

changing conditions.

Voltaire once said: "There is no such thing as a true generaliza-

tion, including this one." Having warned you about sweeping generaliza-

tions, I will proceed to make one: We can expect and must learn to live

with constant and ever accelerating change in the society. Education's

response to this state of perpetual flux cannot be some fixed quantity,

procedure or idea. What may work in 1967 mayverywell be inadequate

ten years later, or even five years later.

A society in a state of continuous ferment requires a concerted,

consistent, massive attack on the problems of the human conditions. In

that effort vocational education should have a strategic role. I do not

know who is competent to gauge the health and status of humanity. Least

of all am I an expert epistemologist. We have some facts. We have

hunches -- a lot more hunches than facts. Although we are beset by fears,

we a/so havt our dreams, our aspirations, and some reason for guarded

optimimm. Out of this, and mottvated by a deep sense of urgency, we

can get moving on some of the things we have to do if we are to come to

grips honestly and effectively with the problems and opportunities that

confront us.

There is urgency about our mission. We need to work as thotlzhve

have but a decade -- not more -- in which to get the United Statt-' house

in order. If we have not by then answered some of the overarQhing

questions and found ways to overcome major barriers to the development

of fulfilling roles for individuals, I fear that it may be too late.

Why ten years? I link this thinking, in part, to the potentiality of
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Communists, barring all-out internal strife in Mainland China, to

mount a strong nuclear program and to deliver atomic warheads on

target. But international warfare is not the only explosive force

that could destroy us.

At the moment we may feel fairly confident about our Nation's

mdlitary hardware and its deterrent value., but we have not yet shown

our capacity to cope effectively with the explosive, destructive

tendencies of a Nation subject to being thrown into turmoil, disorder,

and self-destruction by deep, divisive, unresolved internal problems

and issues -- tendencies which are our greatest weakness and a far

greater threat than Russian communism.'

Responses of the educator to his world must be highly relevant

to our ttmes and to the society. Gearing curriculum change and leader-

shio development to manpower needs is a goal of supreme importance to

the free world. You who are the heads of programs of vocational .educa-

tion in fifty states and three territories are in a central position

to generate new power for progress in education. This is an ideal time

for you to have left momentarily your offices and your daily routines to

look at what is happening in the world about us and at what is happening

in education.

It is essentiil that we be sensitive to our context because we see

manifest everywhere citizen confusion and a developing taxpayer's resis-

tance to further taxes without ample justification. A few days ago I was

in a city when its citizens voted down everything presented for referendum

that involved increased taxation -- sewers, a jail, buildings desperately

needed to accomodate an expanding school population ana to replace worn-out



buildings. This experience at the polls is becoming more widespread.

The State of California, sometimes cited as our paragon, has in recent

years enjoyed an enormous development in education with facilities

multiplied several hundred percent. California now seems to be in

a time of plateau and cut-back. Maly states and localities now face

a real test of leadership to plan and promote expanded educational

programs to the point of enthusiastic acceptance by the American people.

Conceive a population graph in which 10 to 15 per cent are on the

far left and 10 to 15 per cent are on the far right. People in these

categories at the extreme ends of the continuum are very articulate

about their views. They are well-motivated activitists. They speak

out. They are in the news. They have a program. They propagandize.

They work, They are well organized. But the vast millions of American

citizen-consumers are not organized at all and have no voice comparable

in power to their numbers.

In this great middle group lies a vast resource of good will, of

desire to be law abiding, undramatic, useful. These men and women of

the "Moderate middle" have no burning desire to save the world or to be

victims of the flaming issues of our time. People in the middle ranks

of America are the backbone of any community. Yet today they are an

embattled, self-emasculated people. Failing to assert themselves well

at the polls, or being casual about personal participation in affairs

of state and community, they are stunned, aghast, and ineffective in

the face of rising demonstrations of strength and tests of public tolerance

be extremists. This is not a pretty picture of political and social

disarray, but in the potential of an aroused mdddle group lie hope and

salvation.
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My next observations require a prefatory word. One has but to

have lived in the realm of college youths in their flowering years,

as I have for the past two decades, to become enthralled by their

vitality, their wholesomeness, their honest search for truth, their

drive to be useful and purposeful, their willingness to earn success

and not be overly impressed by it. The vast majority of our young

people are on their way to becoming solid, sensible, generous-spirited,

constructive citizens.

Ten years ago business leaders were accusing collegians of being

overly concerned about personal security, pensions, and the like.

Today, the growing complaint is, !' College boys aren't enough motivated

to make a buck; they're idealists and reformers; they'd rather join the

Peace Corps, teach, or enter some other profession than to become sales-

men or business executives."

It is easy, but incorrect, to categorize all teenagers and young

adults in terms of the antics of that vocal, visible minority who exploit

the shock value of bizarre behavior or who search for a very short cut to

self-realization and fulfillment.

We are now in the early stages of the first great era which could be

called the Age of Youth. The news magazine, Time, very appropriately

selected as Man of the Year, for 1966 not a single individual but young

people. Four youthful faces appeared on the cover, with an accompanying

feature story about the emerging power and problems of youth. It is hard

for those of us who are older to realize what is taking place. We abhor

the monotonous, supercharged beat of teenage music; we lift our eyebrows

at mihiskirts and mod fashions; we often do not understand the moods and

modes of our own young and are stunned when our vaunted affluence cannot
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buy peace and contentment for the family. We are wounded and resent-

ful when youthful Hippies assert that, "Nobody over 30 can be trusted."

We are now witnessing a great increase in student desire to parti-

cipate in the goverance of institutions. For example, in a leading

Southern university, graduate students in one department recently sub-

mitted a formal request to the administration that any appointments to

the faculty in their field of major interest be screened by a student

committee. We in higher education -- especially those of the "old

school" who have been largely out of touch with change -- are shaken

by student demands to manage their own affairs and to be voting partners

in the business of running the college o: university. One can Nonder

where this will lead and how soon the mood of the modern college campus

will penetrate the econdary school, which has traditionally taken most

of its cues from college.

Ii has been predicted that by 1975 more than half of our population

will be 26 years of age and under. By that time we can anticipate that

in many more states youngsters 18 years of age will be voting. The

balance of power in this country -- and perhaps throughout the world --

is going to be in the hands of youngsters. We of the balding set are

not a part of the young group. We may hope that we have wisdom to assist

or guide youth through troubled days to a more effective relation with

senior members of society. But whether we have wisdom or don't have it,

we are going to be living into the next decade with vastly changed patterns

of thought and conduct requiring patience, study, insight, and fast-

paced relevant action.

Significant numbers of young Americans want a "piece of the

action" but they are barred by inadequate inoentive, preparation,

or knowledge of and appreciation for the steps and channels to be
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effective participants in our society, Lacking both historical

context and awareness of the nature of the contemporary world,

their superficiality and their erroneous perception of the environ-

ment and how to cope with it combine to produce deep frustration,

im9overishment of mind and body, end the oft-cited conditions of

alienation and rebellion against authority. In extreme cases, crime

and violence erupt in the streets.

Unrest and rebellion against authority are, in part, a matter

of growing up. This factor has always characterized the age of

puberty and a few years beyond. Whether or not we understand it,

we can accpet it with a degree of stoicism, taking comfort in the

fine, solid quality of the majority of young Americans. But in a

minority of young people the extreme manifestations -- flight frmm

reality and non-involvement, on the one hand, and violence and will-

ful destruction, on the other -- are insidious, self-defeating,

disruptive forces in our society. They threaten the home, school,

churchi and the community. Sadly, it is true that crime can be made

of our inadequate acculturation process. How did it happen on so wide

and visible a scale?

Rebellion by youth is expressed in simple things such as dress

and language, in sex habits, in church going (or not going), in family

relationships, and in the whole fabric of human relations. Stated

reasons for this are may; causes are myriad. Underneath the surface

of human conduct, three forces which I consider causative in the last

quarter century deserve a more iniormed assesemtnt than I am qualified

to provide:
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1) Our American democracy/capitalism/representetioa system,

rooted substantially in the Judeo-Christian ethic, is in sharp

conflict with younger nonlraigious socio-economic systems such as

those espoused by Engel, Marx, and Lenin and which are now yoked with

the police states, Coimmunism -- with its modus operandi, the police

state -- and democracy are in the process of unproductive but basic

friction. In that process, young people are caught in the vortex of

world conflict. The dispossessed and disadvantaged everywhere fall

prey to communism when their needs are not understood and met by nations

of the free world.

2) Existentialism is a second source of discontent. It under-

girds some of the intellectual ferment extant on and off college cam-

puses; it contributes to the disillusionment of young people with

organized religion; and it provides a philosophical haven for an endless

procession of nihilists, the non-involved, the baudy Beatniks of the

fifties, the hedonistic Hippies of the sixties, and a motley assortment

ranging from conscientious, thoughtful pacifi4ts to LSD trip-takers.

The brilliance of Jean Paul Sartre's writings may be unquestioned in

literary circles. But for all of his towering intellect, there is a darker

side of his influence, especially as it is extended through his less well

disciplined followers to a state of total freedon without iesponsibility.

3) A third forca if Freudian psychology. No single individual, in

my judgment, has influenced twentieth century human behavior and its

analysis more than Sigmund Freud. His work not only brought valuable

new insights and techniques to psychology and psychiatry; he exercised'

a vast ihfluence upon literature and life generally. Much of that

influence has been good, therapuetic, cleansing. But from Freud's work



have also sprung corollaries and applications which went beyond under-

mining our harsh and sometimes paradoxical Puritanism. Freudians paved

the way for much Of the Gargantuan permissiveness and sophistication

in today's youth. A great man's disciples and their sometimes dis-

torted interpretations and applications of his theories have contributed

to the confusion of modern times.

These are but three of the more pervasive influences that shape

our busy lives, influences we usually do not stop to examine. They

exist and they have impact beyond what anyone would have anticipated

25 or 30 years ago.

The phenomenon of student unxest deserves serious national study.

The outbreak of campus demonstrations and riots in the wake of occasional

'inflamatory statements, usually by non-students, is apt to produce a

rash of reactions ranging from legislation to ban heretical speakers to

wrest control of higher institutions from their duly constituted authori-

ties.

Let us never forget that the right of dissent is a quintessential

of our American way of life. Responsible dissent, within established

law, is a source of great strength. In our American educational insti-

tutions we must maintain the finest free forums of the world, whether

these be vocational schools, area technical schools, colleges, or uni-

versities. We have to trusc our system enough to let ideas flow back

and forth.

We need also to give youngsters a feeling that we are not looking

down our noses at them in paternalistic fashion and regarding them as

immature children. Educators of the old school of-ill vilfer to a

strapping six-foot boy who is the captain of the high school team es
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"this child"! We have not yet fully come to treat children, teenagers,

and even young men and women as the adults they want to be and as they

perceive themselves to be.

We are suffering, I fear, a detline in the realm of moral standards

and ethical conduct. At:least, changes are taking place in attitudes toward

what constitutes integrity. When the Air Force Academy had its severe

problem, under its honor system, there was an amazing, disturbing

response on the part of some people who said: "The standards are too

high. You can't expect boys to be under pressure and not cheat!" I say

we must expect them not to cheat. These officers-in-training should earn

their way every step. If it takes washing our 75 per cent of those boys,

I am for its in order to find the 25 per cent of men who have the integrity

to lead our forces and who will hot buckle and will not cheat and will not

lie under any pressure.

It is my impression that cheating has increased on most college and

university campuses. Is this true also in the schools? Another straw

in the wind is the general rise in petty thievery, armed robbery, and

other criminal acts, especially in large cities. Contrary to many, I do

not believe it is in anyone's intereSt to excuse such behavior or to allow

it to go unpunished. While we labor to remove the environment deficits

in areas such as housing, job training, and employment opportunities, we

also need to deal firmly, fairly, and fast with law violators. While we

stress rehabilitation we need to firm up the sanctions that protect indi-

vidual citizens and keep society from coming apart at the seams.

Truth-telling, honesty, and responsible attitude have to be taught.

In addtion to the development of skills, we must now be more concerned

than ever about the development of ethical behavior. Otherwise, there

will be no basis for mutual trust; there will be no basis for a good

society, much less a great one.
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Organized minorities are growing more powerful. Our country is

extensively influenced anioperated by power blocks and special interest

smoops. Minorities are characterfstically more vocal and better organized

than majorities.

The welfare state, so called, has become a major force in American

life. In our mddst are the handicapped and the chronically indigent,

including third generation people on relief. We are now trying various

approaches to eliminate poverty, a goal which must be high on our list

of national priorities. But the panacea of a guaranteed annual income,

without strong safeguards, could and for many would bypass the essential

immediate step of learning and earning. Failure to strengthen that

lihkage, in my judgment, could heighten and perpetuate a lack of desire

to become self-sustaining, contributing members of society.

If asked to identify the Ntmber One Problem of the United States,

most of us would unhesitantly name race relations and problems surround-

ing Negro Americans. Despite their rise from the slavery of 100 years

ago to the status of the most advanced Negroes in the world, much remains

to be done. For too long, Negro citizens have had to live with impoverish-

ment, with the frustrations of second-class citizenship, and with an

inferior education. The Second American Revolution is underway and --

if it can proceed in orderly, lawful fashion -- it will assure every

citizen equal rights and of vastly improved opportunities for individual

advancement and for service to society.

But the civil rights movement is in danger of being hacked to pieces

by demogogic purveyors of racial hatred, Negro as well as white. The
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nation's sentiments and the work of responsible, concerned white

leaders of the power structure were first hamstrung by hard-line

white segregationists. No longer is this the sole major attitudinal

problen. Today it is also the radical Black Power advocate of

violence, the destruction-prone chauvinist who is betraying his own

people and his white caunterparts. He causes the rising middle-

class Negro Americantnot yet fully established in the social order,

to grow timid, silent, eneffective, fearful. They induce a withdrawal

of white support and a retreat from reason just when consolidation

of advances and the next forward surge in human rights need to take

place. History mIll record this as a tragic irony.

Probelms of Negro Americans -- like those of Indian Americans,

Mexican Americans, and disadvantaged white Americans -- are complex

and of long standing. Easy and instant solutions for the basic prob-

lem of individual fulfillment on a universal scale do not now exist.

What then is required of Chose who wield power, make decisions, and

have resources? Immediate and monumental efforts fitted into a vind

strategy for elimination of causes of human degradation are needed on

the part of every stable, functioning, successful agency, association,

cgrporation, church, school, and governmental unit.

We must keep in mind that 11 per cent of the people in this

country are Negroes, but approximately 25 per cent of our unemployed

are in that racial category. This fact speaks volumes about the Negro

population's economic dilemma. A more adequate formula of jobs,

training, and open-ended opportunity to advance on merit is called for.

We who have created the most affluent society on earth are going to

have to help bring about this new condition.
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It is a characteristic of the times that deprived Negroes --

naturally eager to become full-fledged partners in society -- are

reaching eagerly, desperately for anything that comes along offering

hope. If the excitement is coming out of the mouth of a Stokley

Carmichael, then many Negroes, particularly young ones are going

to follow him. These are difficult days for people of reason and-1

good will. It is vital that they not be so alienated by the radical

hate peddlers that they abandon their efforts for the many because

of the rowdy few.

All of us who sincerely want better human relations must work

ceaselessly for improved economic, political, and social opportunities

for minority peoples and for the underprivileged of every sort. As

genuine partners in the American enterpise and as full beneficiaries

of it, Negro citizens will provide increasingly strong, constructive,

responsible, and vocalleadership. The nation has a right and a reason

to expect this to happen.

All Americans are going to be better educated and in ways that

we have never before undertaken. This is essential in a free and

.dynamic democracy where nothing is nore effective than a ballot in the

hands of en enlightened citizen or more dangerous than buffrage for the

ignorant. We need the hest thoughts and insights we can muster in our

communities -T not just from educators, but from a felicitous combina-

tion of businessmen, teachers, government specialists, and chnrph

leaders and many others -- all working in concert. Wtthout united action

the problems are not going to be resolved.
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What is to become of us as individuals in a mass-oriented society

of organized groups? We must not allow ourselves to be overawed and

frightened into action by the enormity and complexity of our problems.

The day we quit trying to reform and improve our communities, our

states, this nation, and our world -- that day we will no longer be

free men. Our human organizations -- including governing agencies --

are no better or worse than we ourselves. Changes are needed in

philosphy and attitude as well as in organization and structure. Let

us remember, too, that a change always begins inside the skull of

one human being and is usually not consummated until that individual's

idea, goal, or dream is effectively shared with others. Most progress

is "fited from the heart," or motivated, by an amalgam of altruism,

emotion, and educated self-interest. It is a task of education to

reveal how closely linked,: in the ultimate sense, are our individual

ambitions and the common wealth.

A word about religion. In the fifty-year interval since World

War I, the United States has become increasingly secularized. With

this shift away from religious commitment has come a reduction, in the

power or organized churches and of the clergy generally. Since 1958,

church -glance has been declining despite gradual increases in mem-

bersh_e. One must conclude that religious nominalism is growing in

this land founded by men who sought, above all, freedom of worship.

The relationship of lessened religious commitment to mounting

lawlessness, violence, and disorder seems causative. Religious belief

is a basis for public and private conscience and induces restraint in

human conduct. Thus, a decline in vigor of religious groups, or a
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failure on their part to meet the challenges of modern society,

adversely affects many areas of corporate and community life.

Today the secularized are less inclined to endure hardship or

privation in the belief that they are somehow thereby banking credits

in heaven. They are less patient with timidity andinaction on the

part of denominational groups. They puzzle over the seeming confusion

in theological circles. Yet religion remains a powerful force for

human renewal and for the setting of individual goals. The contri-

butions of religious organizations to human welfare are incalculable.

I believe religion still has deep meaning for millions of Americans and

will hot go out of style.

We are a mobile nation, a nation on wheels and much up in the air!

With people becoming more rootless and restless, the automobile, the

airplane, the motorbike, the car pool, the bus, and the commuter train

have added significance. New systems of rapid transit traonsportation

are needed and overdue to make possible a more efficient daily flow of

workers in and our of congested urban centers, and improved rapid transit

for school children as well as adults can make possible further spreading

of human settlement along vast corridors connecting major cities. When

people are distributed comfortably on farms, in villages, and in megapolis,

rather than impacted ghettoes, other problems tend to be reduced. New

interstate highways are facilitating this geographic spread of population.

Cities are mixtures of cutlural strength and appalling deficiency.

With the flight of middle-class Americans to urban outskirts, problems

of the "inner cities" have mounted. Some of our cities are just old

enough to become quaint and historic but neglected enough tolbe blighted

by slums. Perhaps the Old World charm of European cities and the seeming

grace with which people live in small quarters there are romantic illusions.
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On the other hand, we may have some lessons to learn. Urban renewal,

largely Federally funded, is being attempted with limited progress

being made. Demolition of shabby old shacks and their replacement

by aiChitecturnliy impressive skyscrapers structures are not a total

answer. The real question is: What happens to improve the lives and

capabilities of displaced people, the slum dwellers? In light of this

qyestion, urban renewal is more of a social failure than a success.

Perhaps a regional,analog for urban renewal can be found in what

happened in the South when it was flat on its back and have been dubbed

the Nation's number one economic problem. There were men of vision who

saw it was not going to be enough just to create dams to develop elec-

tric power. Also needed were programs of education and the means to

farm and live better. The linkage of soil conservation, navigation,

progressive farming, home management, recreational facilities, and a

host of other things speeded the South's advancement.

Can we conceive similarly of ways to rehabilitate people as well as

cities? Robert Havieurst says educators will play the major role in

the reorganization and rebuilding of cities to make life not only

possible but better there. Much of this improvement will come with

new ways of educating parents and children to solve problems that are

economic and social as well as educational. This approach is imperative

in an age of lessened family stability as reflected in mounting divorce,

job change, and mobility rates. In a time and place where one tharriage

out of every four ends in divorce, the emotional problems of children and

the problems of schools are multiplied. In those families where degrading

conditions persists schools and child welfare agencies have a heavy and

unavoidable responsibility. If, as Margaret Meade contends, the American
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family is a."massive failure", we had best be about the business of

exploring supplementary resources for the acculturation and care of

very young children.

Let us not forget the plight of rural America. Rural life,

particularly those areas that are not susceptible to large scale farm-

ing, is being drained of leadership. There is little for able, lively,

ambitious youths to do today on the small farm. We now need only about

5 per cent of the working force to feed to other 95 per cent of us.

Within 10 to 20 years we should not need more than 1 per cent of our

workers in food production. Large scale chemically and technically

oriented farming -- organized as big business -- can do the job. People

who live in rural areas have no great future unless their communities

can be vitalized, unless we can help them to share in the fruits of

modern society, including first-class educational programs.

The chief weapon in the war against cultural impoverishment in rural

areas is the large consolidated school supported by one cr.: more school

districts or counties. It is immoral to maintain in perpetuity weak

little schoolb that deny youngsters the richness and quality of educa-

tion they need to participate effectively in a competitive world. A

combination of political axe-grinding and vested interests has slowed

the development of area:schools offering a variety of programs and

adequate central services. Substantial progress can be reported,

however. In the South in 1930, for example, there were 50,000 one-

teacher schools. Today there are about 1200.

We are experiencing a communications revolution. Television, radio,

newspaper, magazine, and hook all bombard manes sensory avenues and tend
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to make of society a oneness. Our cliches, our habits, and our fads

no longer sprout in isolation. They are instantly nationwide because

of fantastic gains in mass communication. But can we utilize modern

communications systems in man's best interests? The struggles of

educational televison to be bora and to stay alive make one wonder.

Modern technology has outstripped education's ability to adapt and

to utilize it. The tool called a computer is bringing spectacular changes

in information handling ahd work. Fabulous as this tool is ye are only

in the beginning phase of the computerized age, with great potential

benefits to civilization in the offing. For the first time we have

available to us massive, usable, relevant, up-to-date information to

help in policy formation and decision making. We are on the verge of

knowing more about ourselves and our institutions than we perhaps want

to know or are willing to use constructively.

From Norbet Wiener's theories and pringiples of cybernetics, en-

gineers and scientists have derived ingenious servomechanisms to step

up the pace of automation in industry. The impact and implications

of automation are still being debated. The questions are: Can

technology be harnessed to help individual human beings and not hurt

then? Can technology enhance rather than crush individual dignity?

New energy sources -- atomic, nuclear, solar -- have trenendous

implications for mankind. The world-wide elimination of hunger, for

instance, is now technologically possible, making attainment of this

important goal a politico-socio-economh:questiam rather than one of

production. The creator of Dick Tracy, the cartoon character, says,

"Whoever controls magnetism will control the world." Ridiculous,

isn't it? Yet I recall, as a small boy, reading with disbelief
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Edgar Rice Burrough's notions of space exploration and realize

now how near modern truth were the early cartoonists' descriptions

of space suits, rocket guns, etc.

With respect to manpower development and utilization, we face

the problem of harmonizing two great streams of purpose in America.

One is the stream of individual fulfillment within a moral framework,

.bout which John Gardner wrote so perceptively a few years ago and

which is our American ideal. The second stream, which at times is

in conflict with the first, is national purpose. Harmonizing these

two streams of purpose in a free society is our greatest challenge.

We see the conflict daily in the conscription of young men for mili-

tary service. They have their individual goals and the nation has its

goals and its policies with respect to the defense of freedom.

We have new manpower demands in our technically oriented society.

The heightened requirements of modern industry for educated minds and

skills of a sophisticated nature produce new dislocations, new prob-

lems for the unemployed, the underemployed, and the unemployable.

Disappearance of the domestic worker in our society is but one by-

product of educational and technological advancement. Domestic tasks

must be accomplished, but not in the traditional style which was

demeading to the worker. This is a challenge for private enterprise

worhty of the best planners and managers.

One wonders about the administration of justice and its effect on

the police function and education. A remarkable judicial system has

been developed but it appears to the non-profesiional to be in a state

approaching chaos and breakdown. Overloaded court dockets produce

lengthy delays that allow time for witnesses to die and justice to



be defeated. A maze of technicalities require high-powered, high-

priced legal services not afforded by the economically underprivileged.

A catalogue of sentences meted out in almost any courthouse in the land

reveals obvious inequities in so many harsh sentences for minor offences

and too many light penalties for more serious derelictions. The de-

creasing assignment of indivi rIsponsibility for one's own acts

and the growing tendency to W.. society for a criminal's offences

threatenscommunity life and pose an awesome problem for education.

Enlightened rehabilitation programs, such as those employed in the

state prison system of South Carolina, are needed to transfdrm

criminal offenders into community assets.

There is a severe shortage of diagnostic and counseling services

in most communities. The greatest bottleneck in education is the in-

adequacy of career and personal guidance. In all our efforts, we need

a coordinated system of career guidance that follows an individual

continuously until he is usefully and rewardihgly connected with the

world of work. Without the strengtheing of the guidance function, all

the fancy educational, training, remedial, and corre%.,ional facilities

in the world will not be sufficient.

Who is involved in the educative process? There is the great

American public school system, the most dynamic force in our country

today. It is state-controlled largely, but states delegate much of

their power to localities. There is growth in Federal power, and con-

tribution, though Federal support is still a small fraction of the

total outlay. Before the nation today is the question of the fate of

private and parochial schools. Are these institutions going to develop,

stand still, or recede? There is some indication that the Catholic



church is beginning', in certain ways, to modify its involvement in

education. Recently, a leading Presbyterian in Atlanta, speaking co

a sizeable group of his constituents, suggested they consider getting

out of the business of education, saying that they are not supporting

it adequately and are not competent to run their colleges and their

schools. This is a shocking thought which, if it were to gain vogue,

would make s difference. Let us hope our private educational insti-

tutions thrive so as to give needed sthmulation and strength in the

entire private sector of American life.

According to Dr. Harold Clark of Trinity University, business and

industry invest more dollars in education and training than do all

public schools. At the same time, there is an enormous, deep-lying

suspicion between many leaders of business and industry, on the one

hand, and government on the other. We in education need to face this

dilemma and seek bases for mutual respect and trust.

Education lags wthen it should lead. It lags behind the best that

we knaw to do, generally speaking, Dr. Paul Mort wrote and spoke of

the 30 t.o 40-year gestation period from the conception of a new idea

through research and trial to full implementation in the regular system.

We have shortened that time. Our friends in the Federal government are

helping us to reduce the lag through improved research and development

and better ways for dissemdnaiion of information about innovations.

Now we must think and work to see that education does not merely reflect

the cutlure and prevailing mores of our communities but is capable of

influencing, shaping, making the culture more nearly what it can and

should be. In this effort we in education need news genuine, and cordial

working relationships to business and industry, to the world of work.
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The stream of educational change during the past 10 Or 12 years

reveals how we lurch forward in spasms of emphasis. We seem never to

be capable of advancing simultaneously all along the front. The

Supreme Court decision of 1954 set in motion a monumental reorgani-

zation of education and sounded the death knell of racially segregated

dual school systems. Dr. Harold Spears has aptly identified the

salients since 1955, the year when the question "Why Can't Johnny

Read" brought new effort and reform in that basic aspect of education.

The year 1956 spotlighted engineering and the newer mathematics. By

1957, Sputnik's success had challenged the USA and pushed us into a

new stress on science and scientific research. 1958 saw unsensational

concern about child safety.

In 1959, the Conant Report, advocating comprehensive high schools

of reasonable size, stirred us and made a difference as the great man

went about the country peddling his point of view. The year 1960

brought the National Defense Educational Act and the first major thrust

of Federal funds and power _ato new areas of edt:ation. Throughout

1961, the stress was on the gifted, with "excellence" being the byword.

The inter-racial problems of children and youth drew special attention

in 1962.

In 1963 the word "dropout" was on everybody's lips and youth

alienation became a popular subject for study and concern. Compensatory

education, as a corollary to equality of opportunity, gained headlines

in 1964. By 1965 serious probes were made into socio-economi deprivation,

its causes and cures. In fhat same year, but largely implemented in 1966,

came landmark Federal legislation in the Elementary and Secondary Act.

I leave to your specualtion what may be the current emphasis, if

we have one.
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Back in 1961, the Commission on Goals for Higher Education

identified five broad objectives and gave them primacy. They are

equally valid today and may be applied to all levels of education:

1) Provide every individual with opportunity for maximum

development.

2) Produce citizens who are responsive to the social, economic,

and political needs of their times.

3) Achieve excellence in our educational programs -- in teaching

and in scholarship.

4) Accelerate economic progress through education.

5) Guide in solving problems created by factors such as

population change, racial difference, urbanization, and

technological growth.

At this juncture in history a major review, restructuring, and

revitalization of American education is needed. We know now that formal

education can -- and should -- begin very early, as early as age three.

It is now possible and desirable that children learn how to read before

they enter the first grade. This development alone will call for drastic

curricular revision all the way to the graduate school.

Forms of education will change. At last we have begun to create

neighborhood schools, or learning and r.lerral centers, to serve all

the people in that area. As we involve more adults in programs of con-

tinui4 education, support for schools mill be greater. Public under-

standing and involvement are urgently needed to avert a taxpayer rebellion.

More agencies than just schools have a contribution to make. Harnessing

the power of all relevant agencies and focus their combined resources on

an individual will call for the highest order of planning and administreu

tive coordination.



With the organisation of local teachers groups for purposes of

collective bargaining (the more proper term is "professional nego-

tiation"), increased pressures will be brought to bear on boards of

education and funding agencies. How, mueh more will the public be

willing to pay than it is now contributing to education? In Georgia,

for instance, 58 per cent of state income is devoted to education.

Will that pefcentage increase, in the light of new goals and new

demands for higher quality?

ThisLis no time to retrench in education. But ue musttake a long,

hard look at its efficiency and effectiveness. We should be able to

"show cause" and amply justify increased expenditures beyond merely

restating the needs for higher salaries for teachers. Are we to be

held accountable in terms of unit costs? Is there to be a penetrating

look, through uational assessment or other weans, by taxpayers at the

products of education? These sre questions we will face in the coming

decade.

No clearer illustration of the need for educational reform exists

than the story of what gappens to meny children enrolled in the Office

of Bdonomic Opportunity's Head Start Programs. The children respond;

they profit; they gain a priceless motivation to learn. But the benefit

is short-lived when these exhilarated youngsters are dumped into schools

that have not kept pace with new delmlopments and which perform as if

Head Start did nat even exist.

By raising a multiplicity of issues I have probably added to

existing confusion. These issues, however, are live, real. By no

means has the entire catalogue of ills, problems, triumphs, sad
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challerwas in education been covered. These are just some of the

forces and factors which produce a part of the context of our life

and times and which influence the roles of vocational educators and

others concerned about a vast, underdeveloped segment of the human

resource and manpower potential for this country.
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THE CHANGING CHARACTER OF OUR ECONOMY AND ITS
EFFECT ON THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

Address by Curtis C. Aller
before the

Leadership Seminar of the American Vocational Association
at Kentucky Dam Village State Park, May 21, 1967

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to address the leaders

of this Nation's vocational education system in so picturesque a

setting and on so historic an occasion. I am mindful of the fact

that this is the Golden Jubilee of federally supported vocational edu-

cation. Just fifty years ago, February, 1917, Wodrow Wilson signed

into law the Smith-Hughes Act, which added an entirely new dimension

to the concept of education. This Vocational Education Act of 1917

made it the national purpose to enlarge the objectives of education to

include specific preparation for work, and to enlist the resources of

the Federal government to aid that purpose.

When the Act was being considered, the United States had catapulted

into the twentieth century, changing its character from a lusty, growing

infant among nations, with deep agrarian roots, to become an industrial

world power. It was now engaged in a World War demonstrating that the

capacity of a nation to survive depended in large measure on the size

of its industrial base, the state of its technology, the ability of its

workers to meet changing demands for skill, and an equitable economic

progress giving workers a stake and a purpose in the defense of their

country.



The needs for vocational education, brought sharply into focus in

World War I, were, however, clearly manifest in the early part of this

century in the growing manpower requirements of a rapidly expanding

industrial nation. In the work leading up to enactment of the Smith-

Hughes Act, the first Commisaion on National Aid to Vocational Education

had this to say, in 1914, on the need for vocational education:

'Mere is a great and crying need of providing vocational
education of this character for every part of the United
States -- to conserve and develop our resources; to promote

a more productive end prosperous agriculture; to prevent

the waste of human ...abor; to supplement apprenticeship; to

increase the wage-earning power of our produttive workers;

to meet the increasing demand for trained workment to off-

set the increased cost of living. Vocational education is

therefore needed as a wise business investment for the
Nation because our national prosperity and happiness are

at stake ahd our position in the market of the world can

not otherwise be maintained."

These statements about our national goals and national needs still

hold true, but in the half century which has elapsed since they were

made, the shape Of our'society,'and the'demands placed on the educational

structure called on to meet its needs, have changed radically. The fact

is, however, that no major overhaul of the initial Act occurred until the

Vocational Education Act of 1963. I am aware, of course, of the modifying

amendments which provided training for numbers of additional occupations

in intervening years. But it was not until 1963 that the vocational edu-

cation system mas not only permitted, but required, to show flexibility

in the development and expansior of vocational Ltaining so that it could

be geared to meet the changing employment and skill patterns and effec-

tively prepare individuals for working life.

What made this major overhaul of vocational education essential,

and made flexibility so vital? During the past fifty years our popu-

lation has doubled. There has been a mass exodus from the farm -- which



still continues -- and a mass influx of women into the labor force.

We have witnessed a far-reaching transformation in the content of work

and in the skills required of our workers. White-collar workers now

outnumber blue-collar manual workers, and, despite Phe int-Panning

abundance of material goods, the majority of our work force is now

providing services rather than productive goods. Fifty years ago three

of every ten workers were employed in agriculture; by 1947 the proportion

was one to seven; and today it is only one in twenty. Since 1940, there

has been a net transfer of 25 million persons from farms to urban areas;

today farm-reared persons make up approximately one-third the adult

(18 and over) population in metropolitan centers. And the trend is

continuing. Last year, 400,000 workers left farm employment; at tht

same time, 3 million workers were added to nonfarm payrolls.

By now, I suspect that many State Directors may be gettirg tired

of hearing about the declining careers in agriculture; the decline has

been going on for about fifty years. And yet, the sad fact is that --

despite the changes made and being made since the 1963 Vbcational Educa-

tion Act -- vocational agriculture continues to be the only kind of voca-

tional training widely available to boys in rural areas. While farm boys

have been flocking to the cities, enrollments in vocational agriculture

have been rising -- from 585,000 in 1941 to 861,000 in 1964 and 907,000

in 1966.

I do not question that farm occupations require increasing technical

skill and hence training, or that skill in farm occupations sometimes

can be used in nonfarm occupations. But I believe there is something

unrealistic in ignoring the fact that many of the boys in rural areas

are going to be working at nonfarm j3bs.



During these postwar years not only men but women have been leaving

the farm, and the farm women and their city sisters have been flooding

into urban jdb markets at a steadily increasing rate. The labor force

participation rate of women rose from 32 to 40 per cent in the 1947-66

period; among those aged 45-54, where responsibilities for child-rearing

diminish, the rate jumped from about one-third to over half the total

population in that group.

In spite of :ids, the vast majority of high school girls in Federally

assisted vocational education are enrolled in home economics programs;

such enrollments more than doubled between 1947 and 1966, rising from

969,000 to about 2 million., Again, I recongize that there are other

considerations involved hexe; home economics can be justified as necessary

preparation for home life. But it has only been very recently that recog-

nition has also been given to another unmistakable fact of life -- women

are a very significant part of the work force of the Nation and they are

becomihg ingreasingly more so.

Let me emphasize this: Vocational education has been one of the

important reasons for the industrial pre-eminenge of this country and for

the ability of the country to achieve the extraordinary high levels of

production which have made possfble progress toward prosperity for all.

It is the inportance of vocational education which requirs that it be made

responsive to the vast changes going on in the economy, and I have been

gratified by the acknowledgement of this principle in the Vocational

Education Act of 1963 and in the cooperative roles which have been

assigned to different elements, including the Labor Department, in try-

ing to mesh the purposes of vocational education with the changing needs

of the work force. As a Nation um are committed to greater investment
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in economic growth; in fact we require it if we are successfully to meet

our vast needs for raising the wellbeing of our disadvantaged poor, for

fulfilling the huge demands we face for public programs involving con-

struction and services, and for meeting our national security objectives

as well.

In addition, our threshold of tolerance for wastage of human re-

sources has changed radically in the postwar period. Effectiveness in

preparing individuals to fill a productive and satusfying role in life,

the essential basis for equal opportunity, is not merely a desirable

objective, but one which individual Americans are now demanding. From

every point of view, effective education and training is of paramount

concern to the national interest as well as to each individual.

It is essential therefore that vocational educators keep up with

the economic and social changes now taking place, and gear their pro-

grams to the needs expressed in these changes. I suggest that a much closer

liaison between vocational education and manpower research must be

developed to keep the information flowing on the course of changes. And

I certainly recognize that this is a two-way street. Manpower economists

can stand far more familiarization with the practical capabilities and

accomplishments of the vocational education system. Unfortunately this

understanding is often frustrated by the lack of information which relates

the operation of the vocational education system to the world into which

it sends its students. I suspect that not only manpower econanists,

but many educators as well, might develop a different and higher concept

of the importance of the vocational education systen -- and have better

tools for living up to this higher role -- if the right information were

available, I regret to say that there is far too little hard data on



vocational eu ation with which to evaluate progress accurately. Too

many of the statistics are on "programs", not people, and information on

the total picture in vocational education is sometimes so elusive that

it is difficult to say when an increase takes place or when there has

merely bean a shift from locally funded to federally funded programs.

Obviously, it is essential for progress of the system that um know

clearly where we stand and where we are going.

Let me now give you a quick glimpse of our economic situation and

the implications it has for vocational educationf

The Economic Situation

The United States is experiencing one of its strongest and longest

economic expansions on record. Our present period of economic growth

is now in an unprecedented seventh consecutive year. Despite some of

our very conspicuous failures in extending the benefits of economic

progress to the disadvantaged poor -- failures which present serious

challenges to our system of training and vocational education -- we

have succeeded in maintaining a pace of economic growth which has made

it possible to increase steadily the wellbeing of our citizens while at

the same time fulfilling our huge commitments abroad.

Last year, we had the largest annual increase in employment payrolls

since World War II; and unemployment dropped below and has remained below

4 per cent. Manufacturing industries provided a strong source of new

employment, adding 1 million new jobs. This resumption of job expansion

in manufacturing after years of little growth is especially important

because of the work opportunities it gives to youths entering the labor

force, to the many people who have not been graduated from high school,

to the unemployed workers who, after training, have a better chance of

getting production worker jobs rather than white collar work.
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While realizing the recent importance of job growth in manufacturing,

we must also note that the service-producing sector continues- to contri-

bute the major share of job expansion. In 1966, the service-producing

industries -- trade, finance, service, and government -- added 1.8

million jobs, the largest increase in a single year in the whole post-

war period. Since 1947 the service sector has provided more than three-

fourths of all new jobs in the nonfarm economy.

I know that you do not halm to be cautioned against self satisfaction

in viewing the proofs of our prosperity, because we also have proofs, in

the slums of every major city and in numberless depressed rural areas,

that we are still far short of our goals, that poverty and wasted human

resources remain as blights on our national life. We do have 3 million

unemployed, together with almost 2 million additional on part-time invol-

untartly, and we have unmeasured numbers of ,inderemployed. The concen-

tration of misfortune among the uneducated and unskilled, and among Negroes

and other minority groups makes the gap more apparent between the success-

ful in our society and those who are neither participating nor benefiting

from the gains of our society. This wastage of human resources threatens

the continuation of our overall prosperous growth. It represents a

direct challenge to those of us charged with the preparation of young

citizens for their future working life.

The plight of the disadvantaged, particularly the young, is too easily

ignored in a time of general affluence. These youths h4e been handicapped

by a barren home environment, their miserable prtmary schooling has failed

to even transmit the fundamentals which Wtulg enible them to learn skills

giving them the dignity of decent earning power, and they are forced to

shift for themselves in a world in which emphasis is increasingly given
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to skill and education:, The problems of this group are too urgent

for the vocational education system to disclaim responsibility for

training these youths in an effort to gain prestige for thc., system

and alter the image which some persons are supposedto hold of voca-

tional education as a dumping ground. The vocational education

system is large enough, and its mission is comprehensive enougN, for

it to seek both sophistication in the skills it teaches as well as

effectiveness in conveying the fundamental skills t those who have

none, to make possible the later acquisition of more complicated

skills.

In a time of general affluence it is also sometimes easy to ignore

the deferred problems of those who get jobs -- bad jobs without futures

and often with very unsatisfactory present rewards -- because the

denSnd for workers is great, Our society is a growing and changing

society, and preparation for work must provide the basis for progress

and change. The massivelpace of scientific and technological change

that is the most vital fact of our era has resulted in shifts in

industry, not only changing the occupational pattern of employment but

also intensifying changes in occupational patterns within industry.

Our present prosperity in many ways gives the vocational education

system a unique opportunity to upgrade the status of future workers, to

bring their actual careers closer to their potential capnbilities. It

also makes it possible to accomplish the social objectives of develop-

ing hus.nan resources while meeting economic needs. I.makes it easier to

accomplish changes in the structure and content of our system of voca-

tional education so that it can contribute to.the continuation of this
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prosperity. We are looking at a dynamic situation which requires that

our institutions and our labor force keep pace with changes and avoid

the lags and shortfalls which can result in economic setbacks and new

social problems.

Let me now note some of the industrial and occupational changes

which form the background of our current economic situation and which

relate directly or indirectly to vocational education. I will then

turn to some of the anticipated future changes.

Industry Employment Shifts

The massive shift from agriculture to other economic activities

wtich we noted before has drastically changed the distribution of employ-

ment between goods-producing and service-producing industries. In 1946,

the goods-producing industries of manufacturing, mining, construction,

and Agriculture provided jobs f:.r over half the employed riorking force,

51 per cent. By 1966 only 40 per cent, some 27 million workers were

employed in goods-producing industries, and the balance, 41 million were

in the service industries of trade, government; finance, insurance, and

real estate; transportation and public utilities; and business, profes-

sional, and personal services.

Postwar declines in goodvaproducing employment reflect in the main

the continuing decline in agricultural employment, as well as a sharp

decline in mining employment and a failure of manufacturing employment

during most of the period to keep up with total growth. Employment in

contract construction rose substantially in this period; despite consi-

deraVle fluctuation, manufacturing continued to be, by far, the largest

industry in this group. The shifts in manufacturing employment in the

postwar years, however, illustrate the need for constant reassessment
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and readjustment to chamging trends of employment in the job markct.

Manufacturing rose from 15,5 million tn 1947 to a peak of 17.5 million

in 1953, declined to less than 16 million by 1958 and showed relative

st.4nation during a period in which the economy as a whole gmq slowly.

The continued high pace of economic activity during the past few years

has brought about a resurgence in manufacturing employment, manufac-

turing now has over 19 million jobs, and we can expect the figure to

continue rising as long as we can maintain a high rate of overall

economic growth.

Underlying these dramatic changes in the pattern of industry

employment are major changes in technology, in consumption pattdrns,

and in the general level of economic dctivity.

Dramatic advances in new and more efficient production and dis-

tribution techniques and equipment, as well as new products and new

services, have resulted in large part from our vast investment iv

scientific research and development. In little more than a singlz

decade, 19544965, this investment rose from $5.2 to 20.5 billion,

from 1.4 per cent of the gross national product to 3.0 per cent.

The six-year period of sustained growth in our gross ,national pro-

duct has in itself also had a profound impact on the character of

employment, and job growth, particularly in manufacturing. Far from

declining further because of the impact of spreading automation,

manufacturing employment rose sharply in the past three years and

between 1965 and 1966, accounted for about one-third the year-to-year

gain in nonfarm employment, a gain of one million jpbs in one year.

The anticipated influx of young people in unprecedented numbers in the

past few years about which so many of us were apprehensive -- the
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beginning of the wave of grown-up members of the postwar baby boom

into the labor force -- now provides e much needed boost in manpower

resources for the Nation's productive and defense capacities. We

believe the resumption of employment growth in manufacturing is

traceable to the length and the strength of the current economic

expansion as uell as to the vailability of trained workers to meet

the needs of industry. And this in turn has been no accident; the

maintenance of job growth has been the avowed objective of active

government policy exerciseC not only in the monetary and fiscal sphere,

but also in a broad variety of manpower programs.

Occupational Shifts

The massive shifts in industry have greatly changed the occupa-

tional pattern of employment and there has been an intensification

of changes in occupational patterns within industries as well. In

manufacturing, for example, 1 in 6 workers was doing a nonproduction

job.

When we look into these changes in greater detail, we find that

within each of the major occupational groups the sharpest rises were

in those occupations requiring the highest degreesof education and

skill. The largest nmmerical increases and the sharpest rise in per-

centage terms occurred in the professional and technical group; their

number rose from 3.8 to 9.3 million in the 1947-66 period, and increased

from 6.6 to 12.6 per cent of total employment. Employment in clerical

occupations, the largest field of employment for women, expanded from

7.2 to 11.8 million in this period, and now makes up 16 per cent of t4e

employed total, compared with 12.4 in 1947. Managerial and proprietary

employment grew at about the same rate as the labor force but this fact
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masks important changes within the group. The number of proprietors

of mall businesses, who typically have considerably less education

than salaried managers, has sharply declined while the number of

salaried managers has grown rapidly -- one estimate suggests that

between 1958 and 1964 the latter group expanded at twice the rate

of all workers in nonagricultural occupations.

Employment trends in blue collar jobs exhibited similar charac-

teristics. The number of skilled workers rose from 7.8 to 9.6million,

a 24 per cent gain conpared with only 13 per cent among opelatives and

kindred workers -- the semiskilled group. .1tweverssemiskilled workers,

numbering 13.9 million, are still far more numerous than workers in

any other major occupation division. Even though the glin has been

proportionately small, they have increased by about 1.4 million in the

past three years alone. The number of nonfarm laborers also increased

by less than 5 per cent in the 1947-1966 period. Last year, while

employment was generally booming, there was an actual drop in the

employment of laborers -- along with a decline in their unemployment --

suggesting that an upgrading of workers took place.

In the years 1947-1966 service workers (except household) have been

the second fastest growing group, risir ;by about three-fourths during

the period to number neanly 10 million. In fact our economy ma: now be

typified as a "service economy"; we are the first Nation in the history

of the world in which more than half of the unemployed population is

not involved in the production of tangible goods. Much of this growth

of the service sector must be attributed to a sharp expansion in jobs

requiring rising levels of education and considerable training. For

example, practical nurses, who are increasingly required to meet high
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standards for licensing, are one of the fastest growing groups.

Future Manum_peeds and RetutimatatE

What of the future? Our technicians in the Department of Labor

have recently taken a look at the shape of things to come. They have

assumed that neither public opinion nor public officials will allow a

recurrence of the slow growth in demand which was reflected in the

extremely high levels of unemployment in the recent past. They have

taken into account what experts have projected about progress in some

of the more dramatic technologies and considered probable shifts-in

inmestment and consumer expenditure patterns, in government programs,

anh in other factors that will clearly affect the outcome. And they

have taken as a basis for projecti.on -- and not as an endorsement or

even a willingness to accept it -- a level of unemployment of 3 per

cent in 1975. In general their projections tell us what to expect if

the next decade is characterized by patterns of change essentially

similar to those during the postwar period.

One of the more interesting techniques of projecting industry man-

power requirements is based on the input-output model of the economy,

which can be used to show the impact on employment requirements in

various industries of changes in the growth of one or more industries.

The development of a new product, or increases in certain types of

defense procurement for example, can be traced through the economy

in their impact on manpower requirements.

First let us examine the size of the wotk force that we may expect

and the number of people likely to be employed. Roughly a third of those

who will be in the work force in 1975 are now in school and, of course,
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many who are now in it will be gone because of death, or disability,

or retirement. Taking into account the social and economic changes

under way nolw, the Labor Department has projected a rise of over

16.5 million in the labor force between 1964 (the base year for

these projections) and 1975 -- an annual average of nearly 1.5 million

compared with an average increase of 1.1 million between 1960 and 1935.

The size of the work force is expected to reach 93.6 million in 1975

Indus"1"
Despite adjustments to take into account anticipated technological

change, shifts in investment and consumer expenditure patterns, changes

in emphasis in Government programs, and other factors, the broad in-

dustrial and occupational trends during the next decade will be roughly

similar to those of the postwar period. Farm employment is expected to

go down by about a million and other employment to go up more than 19

million, for a netsain of 18 million between 1964-75. For nonfarm

goods-producing.industries -- manufacturing, mining ami construction,

the increase in manpower requirements is projected to be 17 per cent, a

somewhat faster growth than in the 1947-64 period. For service-producing

industries, growth, also somewhat fa..-Itr than in the earlier period, is

expected to be about 38 per cent, double ttw rate in the goods-producing

sector.

The effect of these industry employment trends will be to reimforce

recent trends in the industrial composition of tb, evonomy. Cfmernment

and services will increase sharply as a per cent o5 lk.44 total; censtruc-

tion and trade will also increase their share. On the hand, the

share of manufacturing and transportation and public utilities will

decline slightly and that of agriculture and mi4ing decline sharply.
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Tba service sector 21:1 require nearly two...thirds of the work force

(64 per cent) compared with 3 out of 5 (59 per cent) in 1964 (and now).

The fastest growing segment will be State and local gmvernment employ-

ment, which is expected to rise about 69 per cent, and the next largest

is the service and miscellaneous group (accounting, advertising, en-

gineering, repair andmaintenance industries, services, etc.) which will

rise by 43 per cent. Nevertheless manufacturing will continue to be

the largest of all industry groups, with close to 20 million workers in

1975.

OccuDational Requirements

Differences in growth among the various Ildustries and changes within

industries will result in substantial changes in the Nation's occupational

structure. Growth in employment during the next decade is expected to be

about 26 per cent, according to the assumptions already indicated of an

unemployment rate of about 3 per cent. White collar.vorkers are expected

to increase by two-fifths in number ( 4 per cent); and the fastest growth -

54 per cent, or double the average of total employment -- will be among

professional and technical workers.

The number of service workers will increase by over one-third --with

the greatest increases in service jobs outside the household occupations.

Blue collar workers are expected to increase by about one-sixth, but among

those in skilled jcbs -- craftsmen and foremen -- the increase will be

about as fast as the average, 27 per cent. Requhcements for operatives

will increase more slowly, about 15 per cent; the number of nonfarm

laborers is likely to rise only slightly. And the number of farm workers

will decline by about onefifth. Projections have been made for many of

the specific occupations within these categories, but I will not burden

you with these details at present.
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. All of these esttmates of!growth point to areas where demand for

trained workers is likely to be keenest. But grcwth in employment is

not the only source of job opportunities. For some of the skilled

occupations, for example, the need to replace workers who die, retire,

or transfer to other lines 4f work is expected to account for the bulk

of career openings, The projected need for carpenters illustrates the

point. AlthougL employment requirements for carpenters in the construc-

tion industry are not likely to increase significantly between now and

1975, about 160,000 career openings are expected because of the need for

replacements of those lost to the trade due to death or retirement. In

fact, attrition of experienced skilled workers as a whole is expected to

account for more than four-fifths as many openings as growth in employ-

ment requirements.

Repla-tement requtrements depend, of oourse, in considerable measure

on the age distribution of workers in the occupation. Skilled blue

collar workers are on the average older than workers in say, clerical

occupatior :s. and so replacement requirements are greater in proportion

to total employment. Replacement needs depend also on the rate of turn-

over for other causes. Replacement requirements tend to be very high in

-omen's job41 and among teachers, for examplelreplacement requirements

typically are much greater than grawth requirements. And it is only

appropriate to note that we are still far from the day When blue collar

workers will be unnecessary. Despite the hue and cry about cybernetics

and automation, real life for millions of workers still conaists of pro-

duction and service jobs which have not disappeared and are not about to

disappear in the near future.
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The manpower picture is by no means simple; it will require know-

ledge and planning to make vocational preparation effective. We face

a number of paradoxes. Rapid economic growth has increased the demand

for skilled workers and even resulted in sane limited shortages in cer-

tain occupations and areas.; AI the same time, large numbers of Americans

are unemployed, or not employed at the level they can and want to work

at; many others have had their hopes so bltghted that they do not even

seek work. Although the wave of the future will carry the work force

into even more skilled jobs, there will still remain for the foreseeable

future a strong demand for unskilled and semiskilled workers. In 1966

we had neatly 14 million persons working as semiskilled operatives, 4

million unskilled nonfarm laborers and 10 million service workers. Nbt

enough thought is being given to the education and training of persons

who fill these jobs, both before and after they enter the labor force.

Not enough thought is being given to the preparation of careers for women,

who have become a mainstay of our economy, Not enough thought is being

1

given to the education and training of young persons who will not remain

in their communities after thity finish their schooling.

Technological developments constantly ckeate change and call for the

ability to adapt to new jobs and new skills. Workers who make, on the

average, six job changes during forty years of working life must have

sufficiently broad preparation to be able to meet changing job require-

ments.

Each one of the changes referred to above poses challenges to the

planning of preparation of yoAngsters for work.

Youlgsters must be alerted to the kind of world they will face.

And the kinds of courses offered by vocational educators must be in

tune with current reality.
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In short, on the one hand we find an economy of rising employment,

fast growing occupations on the upper end of the skill ladder, emerging

labor shortages, new occupations, new skills; and, on the other, per-

sisting hard-core unemployment, an increasing number of youth unprepared

for skilled employment, a decrease in availability of unskilled work,

obsolescence of some jobs. The challenge to manpower policies are obvious.

-- We need education and training programs for white collar work,

technical jobs, skilled trades for those occupations facing

acute personnel shortages such as in the health fields, and

for some new occupations. But we cannot neglect the prepara-

tion of those who will be needed in less skilled jobs. The

programs must be tailored to the needs of individuals and meshed

to the requirements of the economy.

-- Retraining needs must be met for those wofkers whose jobs

have become Obsolete. In a rapidly changing economy, workers

may be expected to be in several different occupations during

their lifetime.

-- Special basic education and prevocational training is necessary

for the educationally disadvantaged; and work-study programs

are needed to ease the transition from school to work.

-- We need on-the-job training for particular jobs and for pro-

motions. In fact in some cases jobs should be redefined

to enable pedple to advance up the skill Ladder as they acquire

more work exper:,enge; we must realize that shortages in tbe

.
lied.Wh field are caused in part by lack of career advancempnt

opportunities.



-- We need further research and development for proper

guidance as well as improved occupational requirement

forecasting on which it is based.

The Vocational Education Act of 196 .

These challenges are nothing new. The problems have been recog-

nized for many years, and a major step was taken to meet them in the

Vocational Educatinn Act of 1963. This Act officially introduced a :dew

eleaent in the connection between the preparation of our work force and

the changing demand for manpower. The Act calls for a responsiveness

of the vocational education structure to changing occuniational require-

ments. In order now for a State to receive its alloturant of Federal

funds, it must submit to the Commissioner of Education a plan Titlining

the policies and procedures for evaluating the vocational education pro-

grams and services in the light of information regarding current and pro-

jected manpower requirements.

The plan must provide for cooperative arrangements with the Employ-

ment Service for the regular transmission to the State boards administering

vocational education of information on an occupational basis indicating

the patterm of local and general job demand. Both the Labor Department

and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare share responsibility

for relating vocational preparation to the reality of manpower needs.

The Manpower Administration in the Department of Labor has charged

various bureaus in the Department tei develop guides for occupational

forecasting to be used by the local Emploptemt Offices in carrying

out their responsibilities under the Act. Interagency work is under

way to refine and extend the system of forecasting manpower requirements.
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The results of the new awareness of occupational growfh is being

reflected in new curriculum development, new programs of training.

Schools are now teaching radiography, instrument maintenance, optical

mechanics, to name but a few of the new fields. You should know that

this Vbcational Education Act also provides for new progtams of rural

education; courses include training in skilled and technical occupations

in nonfarm industries.

Under the Act, 10 per cent of funds are btedified for research and

development, This has led to such efforts as finding better ways to

reach and train severely deprived youth and adults; use of education

technology -- closed curcuit television, computer assisted instruction,

for example; curricula redesign oriented to employment requirements.

We have a tremeAdoui stake,'franscending bureaucratic considerations,

in seeing to it that the vocational education system achieves its proper

importance in our society by effectively functioning to prepare youth

for their work life. The success of the job we all do will affect the

lives of millions of our youngsters. Their earnings, their employment,

their job satisfaction and personal happiness -- as well as the produc-

tivity of our society -- depend on the effectiveness of vocational

training.

The vocational education system must itself confront some of the

pr6blems with courage awl a deeper sense of its own importance and social

responsibilities. It must for example take a long look at the problems

of Negro youths and consider the contribution training can make in pre-

paring them for job opportunities which have been opened by the falling

barriers of discrimination. Equal opportunity in its most effective

sense will come primarily from removal of the disadvantages in
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education and training and the prvaration of individuals so that they

can be productive and self sustaining.

I support the vocational education system in its opposition to

being treated as a dumping ground for less able students. But I be-

lieve this is irrelevant to the system's responsibility to salvage and

rehabilitate youths who are otherwise destined to tear away at the fabric

of society rather than help to build it stronger. I invite the atten-

tion of vocational educators to the remarkable successes we have had in

our Manpower Experimental and Demonstration Program in reversing the

social cancers bred by discrimination and poverty which were allowed

to fester under uninterested teachers, and inadequate instruction and

curricula.

This may mean that you will have to develop new curricula, use new

teaching techniques, and reorient your teachers and guidance specialists

so that they are-more sympathetic to the plight of those they serve. I

suggest that your entire educational approach may have to be re-examined

and redirected. The new programs and approaches to wh.ch I am referring

can only be fully explored through a vigorous research program.

Our major domestic problem is how to have every individual parti-

cipate in the economy and receive aw adequate share of this Nation's

extraordinary natural and productive wealth. For this, education and

training play the central role; it is the way to take the poor out of

their class of poverty; and through education bring new discoveries to

further improve technology and increase vehlth -- spiritual as well as

economic.



Charles Frankel, in The Case for Modern Meg, pointed out that

scientific progress in the last century and a half has been pheno-

menally large and man's expectations have grown along with it. At

one time we assumed a gap between ideals and practices, today we

expect theory and practice to be close together.

I hope that in this short address I have been able to conmey the

serious nature of the problems we face and the changes we have exper-

ienced and can expect to experience in our society, and from this per-

suadeyou that a transformation of the structure and thinking of the

vocational education and guidance system is in order to bring these

systems abreast of and keep them responsive to these changes. My

comments have been, made in a constructive spirit, based on a profound

respect for the importance of vocational education in the development

of our truly basic resource -- manpower. To those of you who are work-

ing for the needed changes, be assured that you have the support of all

men of good will. What is at stake here is far more than the vocational

education system, it is the youngsters you are training and the influence

this training will haveson them as future citizens and workers.

I just want to leave you with an "open-ended" thought, a statement of

Albert Einstein's:

"Sometimes one sees in the school simply the instrument for

transferring a certain maximum quantity of knowledge. But this

is not right. KAowledge is dead: the school, however serves

the living. It should develop in the young individual thpse

qualities and capabilities which are of matue for the welfare

of the commonwealth. But that does not mean the individuality

should be destroyed and the individual become a mere tool of the
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community, like a bee or ant. For a community of standardized

individuals without a personal originality and personal aims

would be a poor community without possibility for development."'

1
Einstein, Albert. "On Education". In Haimowitz (ed.) Human

Development. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1960), P. 535.
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APPENDIX D

Remarks of Roy W. Duggor
Vice President, Texas A and M University

and
Ddrector, James Connally Technical Institute

Waco, Texas
Leadership Development Seminar for

State Directors of Vocational Education
Kentucky Dam Village State Park

Gilbertsville, Kentucky
May 22, 1967

Lowell A. Burkett: This is the final session this afternoon, and we

have with us today a good friend of all of us, Dr. Roy Dugger, whom most

of you, khow was Deputy Assistant Commissioner of Vocational-Technical Edu-

cation in the U. S. Office of Education. He has recently become Vice

President of Teias A and M University and Director of the James Connally

Technical Institute in Waco, Texas. Dr. Bugger is one of America's out-

standing leaders in vocational-technical education and he is going to

talk about some of the institutional forces that have grawn up and their

effect on vocational education. It is a pleasure and a privilege to

present to you, Dr: Roy Dugger.

gammigv Thank you, Lowell, and fellow members of ehe American

Vocational Association, because I'm sure that all :In this room at this

time are members -- and if you're not, you ought to be -- for the simple

reason that the leadership, the executive leadership, for occtpational

training in our country to keep America fram becoming a secondlrate Nation

rests with the American Vocational Association and the members of that

Association that are in this room now. We have a real opportunity and

tremendous responsibility before us. We've discharged the past with a

great deal of credit in my opinion -- we have a long way to go to meet

the challenge of our exploding population and complex society in the years

ahead&
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And, Lowell, I've just got to say that it's good to be home among

friends here, and it is certainly a pleasure, and we count it a privilege,

Mr. Konecny and I, to have been selected for both of us to appear on

this program today. Our only regret is that our legislature is in its

last ueek of deliberations regarding not only the budget for the entire

Texas A and M University system, but also for the James Connally Technical

Institute in particular and we have a hearing in the morning in Austin

on which the roughly $20 million for vocational and technical education

in om State is likely to depend, and so for that reason we're going to

have to take our leave in a little while and catch a plane.

And it's even better to recognize that the person who had a part in

inmiting us to come here and visit': with you and participate in the

courtesies that are always extended by Mr. Everett Hilton and the fine

Kentucky staff is one of our university competitors in our State, a

great friend of ours, and a wonderful tea-sipper from Austin, Jtm Eddy.

Dr. Eddy, we"Isunely appreciate the fact that you are among friends here

and that you had invite two Aggies to counter yourself.

We were having a hearing in the Texas House last week. Of course,

you folks who haven't visited Texas very much might not really understand

this. But, you could put the Departments of Labor and HEW in what I an

abaut to say about three universities in our State. Of course, you'd have

to have 0E0 as a third one -- you'd come up with a similar kind of matrix..

They were talking about the relative cost of edutating people at Texas

A and M Universityra's compared 141.git..Texaa:.Tegh. It so happens that the

Texas A and M University, being a land grant college, has the Ag extension

service which doeset record students; we have the engineering extension
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service which doesn't record students in the sense of semester credit

hours amd that sort of thing; and, we have a lot of functiuns which

cost money but which do not show up as students. This isn't widely

known aad we have trouble articulating this to our friends around the

State, particularly those in the Legislature on the Appropriations

Committee. So this particular Texas Tech graduate who was in the

Legislature, on the floor ddbating the bill, said it seemed peculiar

to hini;WhiAggies always had to have twice as much money to educate a

student is they had to have at Texas Tech or at the University of

Ttxas. One of the tea-sipperclegislators (that's the University of

Ttxas) got up, and said: "Well, did you ever try to teach an Aggie

anything?"

So, we have some great days down in our State. Any of you who happen

to bt flying over or near by, we'd wish you'd drop in and visit us on any

one of oux five campuses, but more particularly at the James Connally

ItChniCal Institute where we are trying to put together a residential

vocational-technical school that we expect to be a model for the Nation.

In a sense, what we are trying to do there reflects the different forces

that are being brought to bear, I think, upon occupational training in

our time, Might we approach this in a couple of ways -- we'll talk a

littld bit about verticle escalation -- or somebody had another word

a while ago but I've forgotten what it was, and we'll talk a little bit

aboutitorizontal integration.

First, we have discovered that in Texas in a hundred mile,radius

of Niles, there are more functional illiterates per thousand population

than .in any other similar area in the United States. We're not parti-

cularly proud of thatIbut it is a fact, a fact with which we mast deal.
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This being so, we begin to analyze the causes. Well, I'm not sure of

all the causes, but I'm certain of one thing: that many of those who

are functional illiterates were school dropouts before they completed

high school. Although occasionally we find a technically functional

illiterate who comes to us and wants to enter and we have to take him

because we have an open door admissions policy, arzd yet on the basir

of all tests that he or she may respond to, we discover that they have

less than a 5th grade competence. This isn't limited entirely to Negroes

and Latin Americans although they would predominate proportionately in

these groups. So, we ricognize that if public edgcation is to meet its

responsibility to people who want to learn to earn a satisfactory level

of living for themselves and their fanilies, that we are going to have

to have a truly comprehensive edutational program beginning no later than

the junior high school program.

We've all read the Conant Report. We've heard comments about it

today -- very favorable comments and I tend to agree with a good deal

that Mr. Conant says although I tend to violently disagree with some of

the assumptions on which he based what he said. Ha made his particular

report on the comprehensive high school in our country, and yet there are

practically no comprehensive high schools in the United States; and, I

believe, Mr. Guemple, none in Texas. They are called this, but the

general educators are so ill-inforned and se much more interested in

fclaball and basketball than in training people in learning to earn a

satisfactory level of living for themselves and their families that they

tend to neglect the very thing that would make us have truly comprehensive

high schools, and if you please, comprehensive junior high schools, by

including occuptioniktrdlhipg opportunities. That is what I mean when
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I suggest that one of the institutional forces, or one of the forces

bearing upon our traditional institutions today, is a growing recogni-

tion on the pert of our friends in general education, and I hope an

assumption of responsibility on our part as members of the American

Vocational Association, to provide for truly canprehensive education

programs beginning early enough in school so that those who depart

school prior to completion of high school can enter the world of work

and at least make something equivalent to, or hopefully greater than,

the minimum wage.

Now, the same thing we said aim the junior high school, of

course, can be generally applied to the high school programs in our

State. We have a lot of high schools where the total enrollment is so

low that it is not feasible to offer comprehensive occupational programs.

Under the leadership of Mt. GuempIe, and his fine staitf, and um hope the

land grant college of Texas k and M University, that we will in time be

able to contribute somewhat to this in terms of training competent

teachers to staff the area vocational schools. Again, we would like to

tank, there I think philosophically and if John disagrees with me he

certainly has equal time in a moment -- and he'll take it when we get

back to Texas if I don't give it to him here -- but generally I think

philosophically we are in agreement with the idea that the area voca-

tional school is rwt a school, generally speaking, separate from the other

schools in the area. That is to say that the students may be given ocAL-

pational training in the area vocational school somewhat on the jointure

basis as practiced in Pennsylvania, where they are enrolled in their

regular htgh school program with eheir peers from their community, and

they have an opportunity for a truly comperhensive / igh qchool experience.
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To move.quickly into the junior college area, and here we find in

our State a late development in occupational training, technical educa-

tion particularly, in the junior colleges of our State. It was only

about three or four years ago that the junior college Tovement in Texas

began to give real cousideration to the need for a comprehensive oppor-

tunity for education within the communities they served. Generally, the

junior colleges serve communities on a county-vide basis, and in some

cases, there is more than one county inmolved, and in a few cases less

than one county where there may be large metropolitan areas with one or

more junior colleges within a county. I think perhaps this isn't tdo

unlike what we observed in our experiences from the Washington chair a

few years ago that until the early 1960's most traditional minded general

educators had tunnel vision (I'm trying to say this so you'll understand

what I'm talking about), and were people who did not recognize their

responsibility for teaching people how to make a living. Now we find that

this occupational training is beginning to receive a great deal of recog-

nition and we find more and more area vocational school programs in the

junior college environment which does not provide an opportunity tor those

post high school students -- either post high school in terms of high

school graduation or maybe of age -- they may have left high school early

and entered the junior college later in life not to pursue a traditional

BS, MS, or PhD program, but to learn to do something.

Then, of course, we at Texas A and M -- may I talk just a little

bit about something that has bothered us? And this isn't unlike, perhaps,

the thinking that is going on among those persons who are inmolved in

hither education in your respective states--the degree may be different,

but perhaps the direction is about like this. We began to lodk at what



was happening on our College Station Campus which is the parent campus

of our five campuses. This is where we:offer everything, you know --

all the way up through the double PhD (and we do raise beef cattle

down there too, and some people interpret it that way). The point

here is that 50,1per cent of those who entered as freshman a few years

ago at College Station never went beyond the freshman year. Well, we

really got concerned about this and did improve the situation a little

bit. However, fairly recently we found that 50 per centcf those who

entered the freshman year don't finish the fourth year. These are

pretty good people, by and large, who are dropouts from the institutions

of higher learning -- the tradition bound institUtions of high learning.

Well, it may be that we can't very well offer occupational training in

a college of engineering at Texas A and M -- and probably you'd have

problems with this in your State -- or you may not, for this is one way

it is administered in some states, for example Oklahoma State University

in Stillwater. Generally you find that the philosophy is so different

between vocational and technical educators and engineers and scientists

that the two tend tot to flourieh on the same campus location. One tends

tI finally overshadow the other, but we need them both. So, we thought

that to develop a truly comprehensive unitersity program we needed to

give attention to those students who should go beyond high school; who

are able to go beyond high school; who want to learn to earn a really

satisfactory level of living for themselves and their families; who need

training and retraining throughout their life. So, we began to give

attention to the probLem of alleviating underemployment in our state by

this means -- and therefore, we assumed the responsibility of a vocational-

technical institute in which we now have 700 students. If Mr. Konecny



lives and does well, he'll have an enrollment up in a couple of years to

3500 students. These by and large will be men and women who are in what

we traditionally call in l'Oocational-technical education either a voca-

tional skill development program of rather short duration, vary intensive

but not for dollege credit; or on the other hand, a two-year technical

education program for which an associate degree in applied science, or

a similar degree, will be granted.

Then we began to wonder if this was sufficient because we looked at

a county South of the county where our Waco campus is located, and we

discovered that it was 9th from the bottom, the ones around us weren't

much higher up. Therefore, we realized that as a university it was not

enough to train scientists and engineers and technicians and skil&ed

workers for exportation to Wes Smith's.O.ace (California) -- it's a

great place out there, Wes, but we like to keep our kids at home as

best we can -- so we then began to assume the function of industrial

development and economic expandion in this area. AS a result of assuming

this function we have on the way now new industry in this formerly highly

depressed area that by Christmas of this year will employ about 500 people

and within thiee years will probably employ 2500 to 3000 workers on the

campus -- on the Janes Connally Technical Institute campus. This is sort

of taking a little bit of an idea from Stanford University which has done

this so well in the great State on the western part of our Nation. We

feel like that this is what we need to do to exercise executive leadership

in an institution beyond high school.

Now, let's talk a little Mx about this integration business --

and I'm not referring to religious or ethnic backgraind particularly -- but

to the different institutional forces that have grown up in our lifetime --
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many of them have grown up in the last five years. We recognize that

vooationalltechnichl education is an extremely important part of the

strength of our Nation. We further recognize that if vocational and

technical educators had early assumed the role and responsibility and

the executive leadership necessary to give those people who have edu-

cational. and socio-economic handicaps an opportunity to learn to earn

instead of letting them go on the welfare rolls, that the Office of

Economic Opportunity would not have been necessary. I can criticize

you, and we can criticize each other, but the fact is that we, most of us

in this room grew-up as third generation of vocational educators in our

-country -- and I realize, Lowell, that I'm going to say a thing or two

here that will be a little controversial -- and I don't mind that either,

really. The earlyveople, 1917 to 1935 just prior to' World War II, in

the first generation, really moved occupational training almost from

point zero to a point of emphasis, or a point of eminence within our total

educational system. It was a little Ilifferent to the kind of vocational

training, content wise, than we have now, of course, but still it was

occupational training suited to its time.

Then the second generation that went through World War II took over

from the first generation and began to relax a little bit. And several

of us in the third generation came into a situation where we -- oh, I was

proud when I became a State Supervisor -- and there are people in this

room who know how I propped my feet up on my desk and figured out how

I could be a policeman and you know, look down the throats of everybody

else. It took Jim Perky, a great friend of mine and a great mover of

vocational education throughout the past years - it took him at least

two years and he underwent a lot of patient deliberation, I'm sure,

before he convinced me that I was not a policeman and had to exert
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some executive leadership, and I learned to do this in the great State

of Oklahoma.

But so many of us in the third generation tended to prop our feet

up and say: "We have arrived." And where have we arrived? I'll tell

you where we are in the U. S, Office of Education. You can't find us!

I'll tell you where we are in many .Iniversities and institutions of

higher.learning in terms of teacher trainers -- who are not members of

the.sraduate.faculty -- who do not hold professorial rank or tenure .--

because we in this roam had our feet propped up and thought we had it

made. I'm proud to say that at Texas A and M Uuiversity within the next

two years every teacher trainer will be working for a department head

who is a vocational educator.who will have full professorial rank --

we hope he might even have a doctorls degree perhaps -- and we'll try

to see that he.a ummber of the graduate faculty. This is important,

I think, in our time, I tecall while in Washington in visiting with a

group on one occasion, when they said: "Mill, what difference doss it

make whether our teacher trainers are instructors or assistant professors

or associate professors, or professors? 'What abrrn all this rank business

anyhow?" Well, if they are going to exist in a position where they can

be seen and heard, and have influence in tha society of our time, and in

the academic society of their institution, they have to have academic

rank. / don't think there is a State Director in this room who would be

happy to be relegated to the position of Assistant State Supervisor, and

yet there are very few State Directors in this room today who can talk to

the Governor's of their States without going through a so-cal4d Chief

State School Officer. It's about time that we in this room began to

exercise executive leadership like our good friend and colleague here,
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Jim Reid, did recently in Maryland. Jim, will you tell us what happened

up there when the President of the United States came and dedicated one

of our schools in my old home county? Give us a little report on that --

this is important to us.

JIM REID: I suppose in the teenage vernacular, that it was a

"happening." It occurred on the 27th of April, although this work

started back in November, I guess, when some people had the idea that

it would be good to set up some kind of a program that would focus

attention of the Nation, and perhaps the world, on the 50th anniversary

of the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act.

Ac awful lot of work went into our planning, and I don't think anybody,

including those of us who worked on it, realize the load that Lowell Burkett

and Mary Allen carried in terms of bringing about the occasion. Had it

not been for their real influence and activity, it would never have occurred,

regardless of what other people claim. Nevertheless, I think it was one

of the most significant things that ever happened, certainly within my

lifetime, in the fieldcf vocational education. I would hope that voca-

tional educators of theiNation would not lose the significance of that

simply, because of the fact that it occurred in Maryland. That is, I

think, insignificant as far as .hat actually did occur.

What actually did occur was this: for the first time in recorded

hsitory a President of the United States took time out from the heavy

duties of his office to come to a vocational school, and dedicate a

vocational school, and talk about vocational education. He actually

visited classes and talked to the instructors and talked to the students

in those classes. President Johnson was genuihely interested in what

was going on.



PresideneJohnbon's very presence at a vocational school brought

to the attention of the world the fact that the President of the United

States visited a vocational school. Because of his interest, I think

there are a lot of people that perhaps in the future qill have a very

close feeling about vocational education because of the very fact that

the President was there. I think the White House stail, I think other

agencies of the government -- when they talk about vocational edncation,

will not fail to remember that the President visited the Crosslard

Vocational Center.

He landed by helicopter right outside the school, It happens to

be a school that is a comprehensive high school, with an eighteen-shop

vocational facility connected with it which students from fourteen

other schools attend. Incidentally, in this case, they attend all

day -- they are not transported back and forth from their hone school,

but are reported on the basis that they are from a different attendance

area but come there for the entire day. Prince George's is the only

county in the State where this occurs.

We got a real thrill out of having Congressman Carl Pefkins attend

and came down in the helicopter with the' President. He lent his support

to the attention that the President was bribging to vocational education.

I think you people ought to share with those of us in Maryland the pride

we have in having President Johnson dedicate the school and visit and

show active interest in vocational education.

I've made a speech -- and I apologize -- but I feel very strongly

that vocational education got one of the greatest boosts that I can think

of and it occurred on April 27. Incidentally, I just happen to have with



me a reprint of the Washington Post article -- I'll leave them pn the

back table if any of you would like to read about some of the things

that occurred that day.

ROY DUGGER: Thad. you, Jim. I know there are very few, if any,

here who didn't have a little part in the report that Mr. Burkett will

be giving a little later on the action of the Appropriations Committee

today. If there is any one single item that made it easy to talk to

the President, I think, regarding the AdministratIon's stand on appro-

priations for vocatioual-technical education this year, it was this

particular visit he made -- and as you say, while you had the pleasure,

the privilege, and the glory, we can all share a bit in it that our

Chief Executive did take time to visit one of our programs which Jim

had developed and it happened to be in the State of Maryland.

Then to look at the institutional forces here in relation to the

helping of those people who want to learn to earn. Frankly, I don't

know how to help a person who doesn't want to learn to earn. I suppose

we're going to pay him welfare -- about the only other alternative is to

go shoot him, and we tend to be against that in this country. But the

cancer that will make us a second rate Nation is taking those people who

want to learn to earn and failing to provide them with an opportOnity to

learn to earn. This is that group of folks that the Office of Economic

Opportunity is trying to be of assistance to in programs such as the Job

Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps. and the new Bureau of Work Programs

in the Department of Labor, the assistance that students can receive for

basic adult education -- now this is another institutional force that is

quite active in our time and perhaps we should have given more attention

to it earlier, but we didn't. We find ourselves where we are, with a
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fragmented approach to occupational training. It was amazing to me to

review a few figures on the airplane coming up here and to discover that

the Federal appropriation for occupational training.this year is approxi-

mately $2 billion -- about $2 billion. There are ten cabinet offices and

fifteen agencies of the Federal government involved in providing occu-

pational training opportunities in our country. By 1980 our work force

will approach 100 millionvorkers. On a conservative basis, our friends

in economics; labor statistics and others who watch these things and

think they know what may happen, say that on an average, at least every

ten years the workers in 1980 will have to be retrained. Saying it another

way, this means that during a worker's lifetime, he will have to be trained

and retrained three or four times 00 or saying it another way, about 10 per

cent of these 100 million workers will be in training on a full-time

equivalent basis at any given point in time.. That roughly means 10 million

post high school occupational students enrolled in post high school insti-

tutions in our Nation in 1980 -- that is just thirteen years away. I don't

knaw what it costs you aZ.: your school or in your State, but we find that

at James Connally Technical Institute, it is costing us about $1,000 per

trainee per year to provide occupational training. Well, if this be an

average for tha Nation, and it's not too far off from the figures given by

DT. Matthews and Dr. Arnold in the U. S. Office of Educatio-, this means

that the total involvement in occupational training beyo-i high school,

thirteen yea.t. from now, will be about $10 billion annually. So I'm off

20 per cent and it's $8 billion -- or I'm off the other way and it's

$12 billion -- Iem giving you a concept that I think is fairly accurate

although the precision may undoubtedly be questioned» This means
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a five time expansion in occupational training at the Federal level

roughly in the next thirteen-year period -- from $2 billion to $10

billion.

Now, there are those who would get awfully concerned with me if I

were to advocate that we don't have both juniorAigh and senior high

occupational training opportunities. And I don't know the figures here --

some of you all figure this one out -- but I've got a guess -- I guess

that the involvement of "dunior high age young men and owmen and high school

age young men and women will probably be equivalent to 5 million full-

time occupational trainees in 1980. And here if the cost is roughly

$1,000 year, that is roughly $5 billion more dollars -- or a total

involvement in this country in the public school system, I hope, and

this means junior high schools, senior high schools, junior colleges,

post high school area schools, senior universities, and what have you --

I'm not talking about professional training, but occupational training

in a vocational-technical sense -- of roughly $15 billion in 1980. Now

some of this will be local. It may be that the majority of funds used

to train the junior high and high school age groups will be local fmnds.

Some of them may be state funds, and a limited amoutt may come from the

Federal government. But I suggest to all of us to think about this: the

probability -- due to what Dr. Aller said about mobility of workers --

is that the major involvement financially speaking for the training and

retraining of people in post high school institutions will be Federal

involvement because that person leaving the agricultural area in Alabama

becomes the riot problem in Philadelphia and Chicago. As long as this is

the case it is quite likely that the Federal government involvement in

terms of dollars in the post high school type of institution, is likely



to be considerably greater, proportionately speaking, than at the

high school ihd 4unior high school levels.

So, I'm not suggesting here that the Federal involvement is

$/c b41lioh in 1980 -- I'm suggesting a total involvement figure in

which it is my guess that the Federal involvement will be close to

$10 billion.

Now, we don't operate a $10 billion program, Federally speakingfi like

we operate a $50 million program. Some people say we can't grow that
1,

fast. How fast did the Office of Economic Opportunity grow? Where were

they three years ago, and where are they today? We're gonna be pretty

proud that we got a fairly decent shake out of the Appropriations Commit-

tee --lir. Burkett will report directly -- but may I suggest that we've

all tended to have that little cloud that goes over the guy in the funny

papers kindvfollowing us along, and we haven't got our vision up. That

is unless we wish to subscribe to the philosophy that only a part of

occupational training is our responsibility. Now this may be one of the

controversial issues fhat you will get into the next day or so -- what is

the role and function, and scope of public education at the junior higho

senior high, and post high school types of institutions. I'm not using

the word "level" here on purpose because I Chink that the highest level of

occupational education instruction as well as any other kind of instruction

should occur early -- I think we pay college teachers not quite enough --

but we ought to pay our elementary teachers more than our college teachers --

and you nay want to chew around on this one a little bit.

Wtile I'm on salaries there are more super grades in the Depart-

ment of Uhor, financed under the Mappower Development and Training Act,

then DT. Howard ilatthews has to run the whole HEW program in manpower
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development and training -- and there isn't a super grade in MDTA in

Truly, my own opinion is that if we develop an administrative and an

executive leadership program that will effectively and efficiently

utilize a Federal involvement of several btllion -- and you can argue

vhether it's $8 or $15 billion -- that's a wide range and that's a lot

of money to old country boy from Texas -- but the fact is that it

is going to expand tremendously more than it is now and we have to develop

an organization that can handle these kinds of funds effectively and effi-

ciently -- and it's your job and mine to develop that organization now

before we have to assume the total responsible role.

Sgying itthis way, most of you as State Directors, with one or two

exceptions, are subordinate to a Chief State School Officer who is con-

cerned only), and solely, with elementary ahd secondary education in your

State. And yet, I predict with a great deal of confidence for reasons

briefly described here, that within thirteen years you will be handling

three or four times as many dollars through the post high school institu-

tions in your State as you will be handling through the junior high and

high school institutions in your State. If this be the case, it means

that you would L:are logically be, if subordinate to anybody, subordinate

to :our Commissioner of Higher Education, or whatever he be called. I

know that five years ago in many states represented here there was no such

office because the Higher Education Act of 1965 was the vehicle used to

twist the arms of the States to set thm .,Tp if they didn't already have

them. It's my own personal judgment that the State Director of Vocational

Education should be parallel to both of these people because he has to

work with both G.! them 4- that he should report directly to the Governor



just as the Chancellor for Higher Education reports directly to the

Governor and just as the Chief State School Officer -- and they have

their problems, too -- and they need to report to the Governor. The

case I'm trying to make is this: Let us take ourselvei fran where we

dre and put ourselves where we can be seen, because as I do look at my

speedi that I wrote, I find tire that the total involvement of Fedel.al

dollars in ocupational training was about $2 billion. Of that,ampunt,

vocational education represented about $283 million; vocational reha-

bilitation about $313 ;million; manpower development and training right

close to $400 million; and as I look at the Job Corps, I find $211

million; the Neighborhood Youth Corps $325 million; work-experiente train-

ing in the Department of Labor $100 million; basic education $30 million.

Really, as I look at this I find that the vocational education group is

among the lowest funded groups and the least recognized groups. I'm not

satisfiedr with this,kind of arrangement, but we don't do much about it

until we do get concerned with what we can do, should do, and go about

doing it.

I'd like to illust.rate my point this way -- Dr. Felix Robb started

off this morning talking about the problem of the Mid-East, and I hope

somebody can solve them before the orders in my back pocket become active,

and I become a Naval officer again. But I'd like to tell a little story,

some of you have heard it before, but it will illustrate a point in

relation to a great man in history who found his people underemployed,

working full time, but underemployed. His name was Moses. Now Moses !

people down in Egypt all had jobs, but these jobs were not particularly

exciting, they werenIt paid much for the work they did, and they weren't
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working at a skill level that they could have worked at had they been

appropriately trained and had the freedom that they desired. So Moses,

looking over the situation that faced his people, talked to the Good

Lord and of course, you know the story -- he learned about the Promised

Land and set about organizing his people to lead them out of Egypt into

the Promised Land.

Well, they were on their wmy -- Moses was elected a- neneral -- and

he was leading his people out of the land of Egypt. On their way to the

Promised Lnad they ran into same of the usual ordinary obstacles such as

rivers, and when they got to a river or a creek or a gully that had

water in it, they'd build a bridge across it. They had some bridgebuilders --

they'd build a bridge across it and in a traditional way, the people would

cross over the bridge, and they'd chop it down so the Egyptians would be

delayed as they came along. One time I think they ran upon a lake which

was a little too wide to bridge easily, so they built a raft, or maybe a

boat or two and put sone sails on them and they managed to get across the

lake that way.

Everything tended to go along pretty well in the traditional sense

until they got tbthe Red Sea. Well, the Red Sea was so big they couldn't

see the other side. Moses recognized that the Promised Land was over

there -- it was in a kind of hazy background throughthe mist. So Moses

decided that he would send a runner to bring up his chief bridge builder.

The chief bridge builder came up and Moses saidt Vell, we have an tm-

pediment here to our progress, and the Egyptians are not far behind.

I'd like for you to get your bridge builders together and build us a

bridge so we can cross to yonder Promised Land."
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The bridge builder looked over the situation, and said: "My

General, I'm sorry, but the American Vocational Association has not

formed yet to pravide for the opportunity for a sufficient number of

people ta be trained as bridge builders, so that we cannot build a

bridge of this size and complexity. Nor had Texas A and M University

been formed yet to provide the engineers that we will need, and, of

course, James Connally Technical Institute at Waco, Texas, is about

4000 years down the road to train the skilled bridge builders that we

need in that quantity. So it just looks tone like we can't get across

this sea, and besides that if we could afford to do all these things,

we wouldn't have the 4000 years in time because there are Pharoah's

scouts up there on the hill."

Well, this made General Moses a little concerned so he called a

runner forward and ordered him to bring forward the chief ship builder.

Well, the chief ship builder cam forward and Moses said: "Our problem

is to get acorss the Red Sea here. I would hope, sir, that you would

build us a fleet of ships by which we could sail to yonder Promised

Land." The chief ship builder said: "Well, I'm sorry General Moses,

I'd like to do this-- we could build same small ships but the American

Vocational Association has not yet been formed -- if it had been, I'm

sure that we would have had the occupational training in our country for

our people that would have given us a sufficient number of shipbuilders

to build this fleet of ships. Of course, the Texas Maritime Academy

operated by Texas A and M at Galveston is still 4000 years away, and our

peophe don!t know how to sail this tea, besides that, General Moses, we

don't have time because you see that Pharoah's main force just came up

on the hill yonder."
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Well, Moses was really concerned, so he called to his runner to

go back and bring forward ehe Chief Punic Relations Man -- and we

all know who he was -- Mr. Aaron. Mx. Aaron came forward and said:

"My General what can I do for youl" And Moses replied: "Chief Public

Relations Man, I don't know, but I'd like to have your comments on an

idea I have. We have an impediment here to getting our people from

where*tcare to tha Promised Land over there where we can train them

so that they can all work to their maximum capabilities so they can

all be not only fully employed, but also escape from underemployability

which has been the scourge of our people for so many years. It's

obvious to me that we can't get to the Pramised Land in a traditional

way -- it's not possible for us to build a bridge of the magnitude and

size to span the Red Sea, and our chief ship builder has just informed

me that he can't build a group of ships that will get us over there. So,

I want to tell you what I'm thinking about doing. I want to take my rod,

my staff, and I'm going to pilok it up and walk down to that water, and

I'm going to strike that water. I'll take my hands and in an unorthodox

innovative manner -- I'll move my left hand to the left and the waters

will roll back to the left -- I'll move my right hand to the right and

the waters will roll back to the right. Our people will walk across on

dry land. When we get over there, I'll turn around and face the Red Sea

again. I'll pull my left hand forward and the waters will roll forward

on the left -- I'll pull my right hand to my left hand and the waters

will roll over and drown all our Egyptians enemies. Nora, Mr. Chief

Public Relations Man, what do you think about that?"
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"Well, my General, I'll assure you it's never been done before --

it's not the traditional way. It's innovative. It's different -- and

honestly, sir, I don't know whether or not it will succeed. But one

thing I can promise you -- that if it does succeed, you'll get nine

pages of coverage in the Old Testament."

Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure that we're faced with quite the same

problem but there is some similarity to the problem that faced General

Moses. And it may be that as our record is written -- the record of

those of us in this room -- that we can hardly hope for it to appear

in such a Great Book -- the greatest book of all times. And it may

be that even if it appears in the historical annals of our Nation, we

may mot get nine pages -- we may only get a paragraph or a line or two --

but if you have the executive leadership and the enthusiasm that I think

you have -- and if I can be a part of this, I do believe that in our time

we have an opportunity to write some words in the history of our Nation

that will be read by generations to come which will recognize that re,

in being concerned about the "needs of our people" a great deal more than

about 'Nocational educations" that those words that are written will be

favorable 4hd we will be proud that they were written about us.
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IPPRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF A GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM"

Moro and more, those, of us involved in the administration of vocational

education aro coming to realize tho importance of building our programs on

the solid foundation of what I call the "Education-Information Triangle."

The three points on this triangle-all involving the touchstone concept

of "public"--are interlinking, interdependent, and indispensible. The first

of these points is the "public schools"; the second is "public relations";

the third is "public information."

Thus, I submit that any discussion of the principles and practices of

good peblic relations as reflected in vocational education programs must

of necessity also take into consideration the other two points of the

"Education-Information Triangle": Public schools and public information.

Me concept of operating public sdhools at public expense for all the

people is one of the truly unique reflections of the American dream. The

gromndeork for this concept was laid in Horace Mann's day with the common

schools being opened to children of the American publicv--Thue, America's

public schools belong to America's people. And what goes on in them is

America's business. Especially is it America's business when, for example,

570 of emery state tax dollar-in Georgia--goes to support and operate that

state's system of public education.

Consequently,, one of the central and vital,prtnciples of a good public

relations program--as reflected In vocational edaetaiun.nrograms--is to

recmgnize that America's schools belong to Americe0a peo.c4ssv mAkiog sure

that the word "public" is central to the concept of operatim public schocls,

and remembering that many different publics have vested Zntereuts in tkat

goes on in America's public schools.

In identifying and carrying out precticee relted to ttAa principle,

vocational education administrators will want to take tw Ittepo:

First, they will want to identify the many publics their prt4rsmi AWCVO,

both directly in the case of students and their parents and indirectly in

the case of commAnity decision makers and opinion shapers.

And second, they will want to identify the many means of reaching these

publics:

Walter W, Seifert, a public relations apecialist speaking at the Ohio

State University, in 1966, reminded those involved in vocational education

in America's public schools that the famous "Marketplace Decision" of

Justices Holmes and Brandeis has particular implication for vocational

educatora and program administrators.

"America makes its decisions day after day in the marketplace of public

opinion," Seifert reported the justices aa hsving said.

"They referred to our various publiz forums, including newspapers,

radio, television, and the millions of back fence gossips that go on all tits

time.
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"They said the:: carxh nc vacatIonal-technieal educatica--is

entitled to a full and fair hearing before these formal.and in2ormal courts

of public opinion.

"They implied that each proposition must bp continuously and &Mew
Welly represented to the American people or they will vote thuabs down.

"They also implied that no institution or academic discipline like

vocationaltechnical education can afford ths la,COMILIMILIMI3; that those

who draw eheir support from the pople must report back to ths pople all

the time."

Thun, at this fi.rtit poini; thf) "Education-Information Triangle,"

the point of departure--the public schools--we should address ourselves

to the need to identify our many publics, to be conscious of the many means

which are open to us in serving these publics, and to creatively move toward

involving these publics in their programa--and ours--of vocational education

in America's public schools.

The second point of the "Education-Information Triangle" is that of

pdblic relations.. At this point, the point impact, vocational education

meets its identified-and often its unidentified--public head-on.

A central and vital principle of a good public relations program in

vocational education-and a significant point in evaluating the effective-

ness of existing programs--is to recognize that every institution and every

acadeudc discipline already have existing public relations.

Public relations expert Seifert says "Public relations is the sum total

of what all who know you think about you and do about yelf..

"This tmage keeps moving up or down or stays where it is. A planned

public relations program will pay heavy dividends, in my view, by moving your

existing public image forward."

Thus, in designing practices in keeping with this second principle of

a good public realtions program, those of us involved in administering

vocational education programs will look to the desired Image we want our

many identified publics to have of the vocational eduCation program in our

State and Nation. We will be concerned with the facts which surround and

accompany these programs, using these facts in the beet possible way to move

forward and upward the existing public image of vocational education programs.

We must concern ourselves with the existing image our program has, re-

membering that whatever the marketplace image of us is, we are the ones who

have made it-so, that we are the ones who by action or inaction have

reinforced the existing public image of vocational education.

We must ask ourselves uhether we can set a fair bearing for our programs

at the uarketplace of public opinion so long as we continue to face this

public vdth the inherited and reinforced negative image our vocational edu-

cation programs have traditionally had and continue even today to have.
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We must involve cul%7?1.7.?.s in closing the gap between the wativt 004

inaccurate puHh. imnges ac conern1 public has concerning vcicational edu4

cation, taking stcps to ptoject a current and on accurate image of the

benefits, yes even the availability, of our vocational education programs,

We must remind ourselves that if the general public has a negative

image about our programs, this negative image is an accurate image for thesa

people unless we do something to counteract this inaccurate tpage, to chang0

it from negative to positive.

And now to the third point.in thn "Education-Information Triangle,"

that of public information. At this point.-the point of great returns--

vocational educators and administrators collect the facts.concerning their

program and report them in connection with the identified image the program

is achieving, in response to the informatten needs the identified publics

are evidencing.

A key prihciple in a good public relations program which uses public

information to meet the needs of identified pyblics is the establishment'of

a four-fold information plan represented by Seifert's mnemonic (Ne mon lc)

"R" Stands for research--finding out whot your problems are and

postulating solutions.

"A" Stands for action--actually doing tilings that make news well worth

reporting.

"C" Is for communication--sharing honest information with all publics

concerned, so they will understand apd favor the enterprise you

are engaged in.

"E" Completes the cycle with evaluationascertaining how well each

phase of your public relations prograr worked, how many people it

reached, and what attitudinal improvements resulted.

In detErmining the public image our vocati

;

nal education programs have,

it is important to look directly and carefully t our public information

program which carries the bulk of the responsibtlity for shaping the general

public's image of vocational education.

We must look to the quality of the education materials which

fp the the marketplace to tell the public of ou programs. Yet quite often

the quality of our public information materials is vastly inferior to that

which tells the general public about college opportunities. What impli-

cations does this difference in information quallity have for our image at

the marketpXace of public opinion as compared t9 Ole public image of college?

Our programs are designed to serve 85 percInt of the occupational prep-

aretion population; yet 99 percent of the space pn high school counselor's

shelves is devoted to college aourse offerings, What does this ratio of

vocational education public information quantity say about our programs and

their opportunity of meeving student--and communlity--needs?

4
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Thus, the oality and the quantity of our public information program
is related in direct proporticn to our efforts to identify the publics we
serve and to find appropriate WOW of informing these peolics of our r:rograms.

If we do not bring our vocational education program graduatet: to the
marketplace of employer's attention to be evated end to be employed, than
our efforts at effective public information fall far dhort.

If we do not design catalogues which carry the most accurate image of
our students--if we use pictures of students in underehirts, of instructors
in sports clothes, of classrooms in disarray--then we deserve the apathetic
or negative images which we either foster or inherit.

If we let "just anybody" into our programs, if students, their peers,
their parents, perceive "You don't have to be anybody to get into vocational
education programs," then we should not be surprised when "just anybody" and
"only anybody" enroll in our programs.

If we fail to take any of the necessary and vital steps which will in-
sure that our programs will get a fair hearing at the marketplace of public
opinion by not developing quantities of quality vocational education public
information' appropriate for our many publics, then we deserve the unfortunate
and unhappy receptions our image receives when we take it or send it to the
marketplace.

Tile three points of the "Education-Information Triangle"--public schools-
public relations-public information--briefly outlined here have been central
to Georgia's development of principles and practices of what has been to us
a good and an effective public relations program in vocational education.
lot that it is perfect, nor that it is yet complete. But it is working well
or us at this time and, because this Is so, I offer to you todayr highlights
of our three-pointed program of public schools, public relations, and public
information as related to the vocational education public relations program
in our State. Our problems of building an effective public relations, public
image, public information program in Georgia have been those outlined here--
defining the public image we had, defining the one we felt was more accurate,
and taking steps to inform those who held the inaccurate image about our
progrws of a more accurate perception of our offerings, our students, out
schools.

Thus, I would like to share with you the steps we in Georgia have taken
to put the principles of a good public relations program into practice. I

present to you a case study concerning the public of the potential student,
thus providing you with an insight into where we in vocational education in
Georgia were in relation to the "Education-Information Triangle" and where
we are trying to go. If we have done anything unique in our public relations
program, it is that we have aimed for depth and breadth in communications
about our offerings, that we have tried to systematicallyeven scientif.
icallyattack our image problem and bring it more in line with reality.

Since 1961, Georgia has developed a series of 23 area vocational-
technical schools located throughout the State, offering vocational-technical
programs at the post-secondary level. These ere, of course, public schools.
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The problem which we had, as administrators of the program offerings of these

schools, was that we had vocational-technical schools--but no students. TO

overcome this problem, we had to communicate to potential students-- our case

study in questiontelling them of the ways in which these schools and their

programs could meet potential students' education-employment needs.

Problems surrounding the potential students* acceptance of vocational

edueation as an acceptable goal for themselves stemmed directly from a

negative public image which was attached to the vocational education program

in Georgia. This image resulted from little or no public information on

vocational education provided to the public by those of us responsible for

program development and administration. It resulted also from certain mis-

perceptions of our programs on the part of the many publics our program

either directly or indirectly affected. Especially did this poor image re-

sult in low enrollment in our schools in the early 1960's limited financial

support at local, state, and national levels, ineffective vocational counsel-

ing techniques at both the high school and post-high school levels, and

strong parental concern that their children not attend our schools.

Georgiafs tax paying public has done much to create and support a strong

voeational education program for post-secondftry level potential students.

During the nine-year period from 1961 to 1970, Georgians will

capital investments in area vocational education facilities, including in-

structional equipment, in excess of $50,000,000.

Thus, in Georgia, by economic investment and by human resources potential,

vocational education as it affects potential students is big business.

And, thus, those of us involved in designing and in administering pro-

grams for the potential student recognized our need to identify the many

publics which could influence potential students to examine vocational edu-

cation programs in the State, to create a more accurate--and positivtimage

of how vccational education could meet their education-employment needs, and

to reinforce this image by means of an innovative and forceful public

information program.

In developing practices to carry out our first principle of good public

relationsthe principle that our schools and our programs belong to the

public and that we must involve these identified publics in our programs--

ue in Georgia identified the following as being the publics which we must

contact to influence to the !ullest our potential student population:

1. Parents of present and potential students;

2. Peer groups of potential students;

3. Educators (teachers, counselors, principals), both academic and

vocational, at both local and state levels;

44 School board members at local and state levels;

5. Present and potential employers of vocational education graduates;
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6. Community decision-makers, at both local and state levels;

7. Other community members with direct or Indirect relation to the
vocational education program, and public opinion regarding it, at
both local and state levels.

Three principles have guided us as we have outlined plans for informing
potential students of our program:

1. Never limit a public relations program to the concept of news
relecses for radio, the press, or television, although these are
ietal communications channels for public relations information.
instead, branch out to include other media in the public information
concept, including an even larger and often more importantly
structured special interest public.

2. When appropriate, design pdblic relations information to be appli-
cable to more than one audience.

3. It does not pay to invest more than $50,000,000 in an excellent
vocational education program and to invest nothing in informing our
identified publics about the benefits, in fact the availability,
of the program.

To solve these problems of attracting potential students to our
programs--a problem reflected by low enrollment in our area vocational.:
technical schools--we began to look to point two on the triangle, public
relations, to determine the reasons for potential students having negative
images of the vocational education program.

In determining the steps to take to move upward existing and emerging
images of vocational education in Georgia, we considered two crucial areas
in image planning: The image of vocational education we were trying to pro-
ject and the image we were trying to destroy.

And further, in determining the steps we wanted to take to adjust our
public image, we had to take into consideration the sophistication of the
people in the communities were our vocational education programs were--and
the wide range of public information already available to community members
and to present and potential students, their parents, educators, and employers;
concerning job preparation and job opportunities.

We realized, finally that to substantially influence increasing numbers
of potential students to enroll in our area schools we would have to take
steps to change the image of vocational education in Georgia.

We realized that we would have to use sound--even scientific--principles
to create through public relations the image we wanted potential students to
have of our program.

Tile identified, desired, and nor accurate image we wanted to project to
potential students concerning our program was that "Vocationnl-technical
education is difficult, rigorous, professional, training available to con-
scientious, ambitious, intelligent students who are smart enough to work and



study hard to prepare for a highly rewarding carrer in the ne4 scientific
and professional age and who will, while in training, enjoy tlie fun end
freedom normally associated with other forms of posthigh sch9pl education."

Next, we decided we would have (1) to define the gaps we were ex-
perlencing in communicating with potential students concerning the oppor-
tunities and the rewards available to them from their enrolling in vocational
education programs; and (2) to set forth in a systematic and organized pro-
cedure, means and methods of closing those gaps.

It was at that vital third point of the triangle--the public information
poInt-that ve were able to identify means and methods of communicating with
our potential students and with the other publics which influence these
students concerning the ways potential students could benefit from vocational
education.

It was here we felt we could take positive steps to do something about
our lagging image, that we could develop depth and breadth in the kind of
information potential students needed to have to change their minds about
our programs.

At this time, let me take you along while I trace the steps we in Georgi,
took to meet head-on the challenge of informing potential students of the way#
our programs could meet their educationemployment needs.

First, we developed a long-range plan-for influencing potential students
to move upward their image of vocational education, to perceive it as a means
of experiencing it as a route to success for their education-employment
objectives.

Our long-range plan included designing information to influence potential
students through their experience of personal contacts, through their use of
printed materials, through their exposure to news media, through their
interest in job placement and eventually through their desire for successful
and satisfying employment in a job they are suited for and a job they are
proud to have.

DEVELOP A POSITIVE IMAGE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
/MUCH PERSONAL CONTACTS

A research study initiated by one of our staff members indicated that

three groups of people have a direct influence of the way potential students

perceive the vocational education program.

These groups are: 1%e potential students' parents: their peer groups;
their counselor, teadher, and principal--in that order.

To develop a positive image of vocational education in our potential
students through their own personal contacts, we designed a public information

program which would develop in their personal contacts positive images of
vocational education and invite these contacts, in turn, to involve potential

students in their enthusiasm for our program.
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I. To move potential students' parents toward a postiive image of

vocational education, we developed a series of ten radio and

television tapes which we released in the summer of 1965 to

stations throughout the State. Laced with facts and figureu

gleaned from our research efforts, these topic.: presented accurate

and current information concerning our programs, our students'

satisfaction with our offerings, state employers' statements con-

cerning their desire to employ our students and their satisfaction

with performance. Thus, we systematicslly moved to inform parents

or our potential students of the benefits our program could bring to

their children's education-employment experiences.

2. To move potential students' peer groups toward upporting cur pro-

grams--and toward considering Chem to meet their own education-

employment plans-we developed a vocational education program

catalog, unique in concept V3 project a positive image and well-

received in the area of communicating a desirable program. For as

of May, 1967, the catalog is in its fourth printinp, having been

developed only two years ago. The catalog's purpose, scope, and

quality all reflect the following concepts, developed consciously

to forcefully change negative ivages of vocational education to

positive images:

a. In format, copy, style, and pictures, the catalog demonstrates

to potential students and their peers that students enrolled in

vocational education programs am herd working, conscientious,

intelligent young people who have a "no nonsense attitude"

toward school yet can have as much fun as students enrolled in

other forms of post-secondary educatiom.

b. The catalog sets forth the idea that all staff members are

competent, well-trained, professional educators; that the

curriculum is difficult; that vocational-technical education

takes place in modern and attractive surroundings, that adeesion

standards for vocational-technical education are professiondl;

and that vocational-technical edueation prepares students for

gainful employment immediately upon gradUation.

3. To move counselors, teachers, principals toward a positive ivage of

vocational education, we developed diverse and distinct means of

communicating to them the positive contributions which the vocational

education program can bring to the education-employment opportunitie0

of potential students. These diverse and distinct means of influ-

encing those who had persoms1 contacts with our potential students

strengthened our chances for involving these students in our programs

by enrolling them in our area schools.

a. We developed a counselor's guide for counselors' use with

students planning to enroll in vocational or technical programs

in Georgia. The guide provides counselors with normative test

data to use In interpreting the abilities of students interested

in enrolling in vocational and technical programs as well as

providing counselors with a statistical insight into the
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abilities and aptitudes of students already enrolled in
vocational-technical programs.

b. We sponsored and planned a series of more than 60
held across the State to give counselors, princip
selected classroom teachers an insight into our v
technical admissions program, to our vocational-t
pre-admissions needs, to establish lines of close'
between counselors at the high school level and c
the area school level, and now--as our program ha
between area school counselors and counselors in
emerging pattern of area vocational MO schools.

Feetings
ilf and
Cational,
chnica1
cemmunicatioq
Ileunselors at

developed-v
orgies

c. We sponsored and supported the hiring at the local level of
more than 40 student personnel workers in the last two years,
redource people who not only guide and advise students enrolled
in our programs but who act as liaison between high school and
area school counseling departments.

d. We have developed insightful materials for counsOor pee,
especially in the area of follow-up studies, repsorting to them
in detail information-among other things-concerning vpcationalr
technical graduates' employability, beginning salary,'distance
of job from home, and their satisfaction with their job
preparation.

DEVELOP OSITIVE IMAGE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
THROUGH PRINTED MATERIALS

One of the most obvious and effective means of communicating with our
potential students was, we felt, through the use of printed m4terials. In
making long-range plans for communicating with potential students through
the means of printed materials, we took two steps to insure that our efforts
in this form of public relations would be effective:

First, we secured the advisory services of a professor in the Bureau of
Business and Economic Research at Georgia State College to outune for us
methods of projecting a more accurate image of vocational bducation through
our use of printed materials.

Second, we employed a professional advertising cepywriter on our state
level staff to direct our printed materials campaign of selling the new image
of vocational education to potential students and of following %he guide-
lines set down by our Georgia state adviser in communicating with these
students.

As a result of these two steps, we developed a printed materials program
which followed the principles outlined here.

1. A catalog was deviloped at the local level for every area school in
Georgia, especially concentrating on content which local vocational
education program administrators wanted to emphasize. Our state
level publications specialist then offered advisory services in the
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area of copy editing, layout, color selection, and type face

selection and design. As a result of this cooperative local-
state publications effort, we have developed in Georgia quality

printed comrse offering brochures which reflect local level insight

and state level counsel.

2. At the suggestion of our adviser from Georgia State, we have

adhered to the following guidelines in developing our area school

catalogs to invite potential students to enroll in our schools:

II. We have statistically demonstrated that many of our students

could have attended college but wisely chose vocational-technical
education instead.

b. We have stressed that one-third of all our students are young
women, also stressing the emerging course areas in our school4

with special appeal for young women, such courses as food

services, medical and dental technology, where young women cari

find education-employment satisfaction.

c. We have stressed that an overwhelming majority (87%) or virtually

9 out of 10 of our students are high school graduates.

d. We have invited Negro students to enroll in our programs by

including pictures of Negro students in our catalogs, appeariog

in attractive classrooms, involved in meaningful education pre-

paration for rewarding occupational employment.

3. Whenever we could identify a specialized audience of potential
studentssuch as potential students who needed financial assis-
tance tr, enroll and to stay enrolled in our programs--we develope

at th tate level, through the services of our professional publt-

cat director, brochures to meet these identified potential

st ..s' problems. Such brochures as "Dollars for You" and "The
1h-crowd" have been written with definite insights into potential,
students' problems, using style, layout, and word-choice which ba4re

positively and meaningfully answered these students' questions,
arrested their anxiety, helped solve their problems.

4. We have developed a series of seven in-depth newspaper articles cbn-

cecning vocational education as it relates to the economic educatiton,

and manpower development of the southeast. These articles have ih-

vited potential students, their parents, their peer groups, their

counselors to investigate vocational education as it relates to
personal human resource development and to state and regional economic

development.

5. In addition to this series, we have written and released to all of

Georgia's daily and weekly newspapers periodic and timely news
reports concerning the progress of vocational education progrrm

development in our State. One of our most important releases r ently

has been an interpretation of the 1965 survey of our area schoo'

graduates' satisfaction and evaluation of our area school progt



These news releases have given us a rare opportunity to communi-

catealbeit one-way--with potential students all across our state,

inviting them to share in the rewards associated with their en-

rolling in our programs.

DEVELOP postrum IMAGE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

THROUGH POTENTIAL SVMDENTS, INTERESTS
IN JOB PLACEMENT

Certainly one of the most personal and highly motivating means of com-

municating with our potential students was, we felt, through the development

of a job placement program. We could not, of course, promise every potential

student interested in enrolling in our program a job on campletion of program

work. But, we felt we should take every innovative step we could effectively

plan to develop a communications link between our potential students and their

potential employers, using our schools and their vocational-technical programs

as a touchstone of communication concerning job opportunities available to

able potential employees.

In developing long-range plans for structuring and launching our job

placemeat program, we used many innovative practices to carry this progrAm

from vision to reality.

1. We decided to call our job placement program "Techdays," thus

assuring it a short, meaningful, and manipulable title.

2. We decided that our theme would be, "Fitting Skilled Georgians to

Georgia's Jobs," using this theme to involve potential employers

in the scope and the sweep of the free job-piacement service we

were offering, using it to communicate to potential students the

possible rewards available to them at the end of course work in our

schools.

3. We developed a package of carefully planned materials which we

mailed to 2,000 employers in the State, inviting them to interview--

on a staggered six-week schedule--in all of our 23 area schools,

thus gaining for themselves a personal insight into plant layout,

facilities and equipment offerings, classroom situation, faculty

appearance, and student environment.

4. We scheduled-through the use of the 40 student personnel workers--

as many as an average of four job interviews for each of our area

program about-to-be-graduates, thus insuring for them job choice and

flexible job opportunities.

What results has our planned public schoolspublic relations--public

information had on our message getting to potential students?

Our area school enrollment increased 125 percent in one recent year,

65 percent in the following year.

Our number of enrolling students entering from recent high school

graduation increased from 5 percent to 20 percent in one recent

year.
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... Our number of entering students who find out about us from high
school counselors increased in one recent year from 16 percent to
26 percent.

We know that our public image has moved up a great deal because we
now get program support from principals, from legislators, from
public officials who knew very little of our program in previous
years, and offered little encouragement in other, darker days.

Thus, in dientifying the steps we in Georgia took to deal in-depth with
meeting the "Education-Information Triangle" needs of one of our identified
publics--our public potential students--we developed a model for dealing
in a systematic manner with all of our publics. Consequently, this model
has been designed so that it has served as a pattern for us in developing
vocational education public relations programs for all of our other identified
publics.

In summary, we in Georgia have identified principles and practices of
good--and we hope effective--vocational education public relations proprami.
We have worked to develop practices to bring these principles from abstracl
tions to concretions, from thought to being.

If we have been successful, it has been as a result of a conscientio4
and systematic effort to meet our responsibilities at three points along the
route of the "Education-Information Triangle" and of working to balance these,
to incorporate these, to include these in our overall program and projections.

If we are to continue to aim for success in this area of education and
public information, we cannot overlook the delicate balance which exists
between these three points on the triangle.

If we are to hope to meet the challenges which lie ahead of us as program
offerings become more diversified and as student needs become more complex, we
cannot ignore this geometric figure on which the success--or the failure--of
our total economic, education, and manpower development in Georgia, in the
Southeast, is based.

For it is on this larger triangle, this three-pointed figure of inter:-

action, interlinking, and interdependence that our first and smaller triangle

is based.

It is on the triangle of economics, education, and manpower development
that the stable, strong, amd healthy future of our State--of our Nation--
rests.

We cannot afford the luxury of leaving out any part of either of these
two triangles.

For they are figures on which the success of our programsof our world--
is based.

###
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PROCEDURES FOR EFFECTIVE USE OF ADVISORY COMM/TOES

National Leadership Seninar
May 25, 1967

I take great pleasure in the opportunity afforded se during the next few

minutes to direct your attention to the important topic, "The Purposes and

Procedures for Effective Use of Advisory Committees."

Any group which sets itself apart,for whatever function, exposes itself to

some rather typical hazards which may well be, in effect, self-annihilating.

their natural efforts to communicate and to amaze each other, a special language

is dsvelopsd by members within a group which may serve the group effecttvely,bUt

excludes everyone else. If the group persists in its separateness,

disorientation within the community soon develops, the group establishes its

context independent of society at large, and contact with reality fades. /

regret to suggen that this occupational hazard, which has overtaken education at

large, finds Vocational Education equally vulnerable. Such a disease, if

=traded, must certainly be fatal to a public service related so basically to

community needs and connunity resources as Vocational aucation.

The concept of the advisory committee developed along with the

apprenticeship movement. As other educational services were developed, they weit

viewed as peripheral services as far as the advisory committee functions were

cancorned. Unfortunately they continued to be peripheral to the extent that we

find today many programs without advisory committees or to which the advisory

commattte is peripheral. With the community feedback mechanism non-oxistent, vs

find the occupational disease of isolation in well advanced stages. I hope in

the next few minutes assigned to no to present a rallying cry for a general

return to a well proven, well developed method of keeping vocational education

purposefUl in its development, vttal in its design, and powerful in its impact

upon the community, within its area of responsibility. Mor bristly, I vould
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like te suggest a prescriptlon for the treatment of the occupational disease

ulreati diagnoswd by maay others. Let me first point to the character of the

disease in a typical school. The school, 47A1 known for its fine tradition sad

active apprenticeship ccemitteos, may boast 23 sperato craft committees, but

Ismasingly enough there are no others to be found. There is a minims or virtue

hero inasmuch as apprenticeskip regulations require the MINIM. of a committee.

It is, in my opinion, &salvia= indication of stewardship that these committees

are active. This school is culpable in its traditionalism having failed utterly

to make the elemental transfer free one program to another. W find also to our

dimes, that the existing committeee have only motive concern for the full time

resident vocational programs in their occupational area. Further, these Lighly

specialised groups are constituted to provide counsel only in their craft area.

These committees, regardless of number, hzve little relevance to the total

operation of the school. With no other sysvem of community relation and

considering the school as the service institution gaining its direction from the

needs of the community, ve are in the improbable position of guiding the horse 4

the hobbles on its feet rather than through a bit in its mouth.

The healthy scbool organisation will have purposeful relations with the

community at several levels and in several dimensions. In addition to the local

board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education which 1st. in fact,

representative committee, there should be a nulber of unique committees Which

ftmetion at the all-school level. This should include an inter-agency committee

through which other governmental agencies and civic organisations may be involved.

This committee might constitute, fros the standpoint of education, a lay group

'Pith a liaison andi advisory function as distinct from the policy function of the

board.

The (=cativo officer should also surround Maulf with key staff members

describing his span of control which functions as an internal advisory aammitteel



The Next level of concern may be considered at the occupational group level such

es bulkiness administration, industry, home economics, agriculture, etc.

Committees at this level maybe composed of representatives of specific

oce---tional committees antivill function as a steering group, advisory t* the

departmental chairman.

The nest level of concern ir the specific program area. Hach full-time

program in the school is under the counsel of an advisory group representing

approprigte mixes of employer-employee community representatives. Specific

programs should be grouped according to their relevance to each other and

advisory committees composed with the job clusters in mind. For example, an

advisory committee in marketing might logically be composed to counsel programs

in both hard goods, soft goods, and food merchandising.

Another committee sight be developed in health occupations. However, the

rather specific licensing often requires separate committees in the various

fields. A committee in electronics technology should be broad enough to serve

related electronic fields as veil as one or tvo year vocational programs in this

area. Local situations must be taken into consideration on this particular

decision slAct the interests and capabilities of the advisory committee in

electronics may also be appropriate for the vocational level program. Relations

between comeittees, through the departmental advisory group, vould be

particularly important in this situation.

The us of community representatives does not obviate the need for

maintaining the high level of internal communications. The 4evelopment and

operation of any program in the school must take into account the rest of the

programs fen the school. It is therefore of vital importance that in teacher

training, cuvriculum development, and other operational tasks, that programs and

departments ta rep»sasented in Advisory Committee activity. Joint efforts for

mutual improvement and for relating the separate ,urricula into a unified school
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are enhanced.

These are the elements of the prescription. Now a word about their

identification and the procedure for their administration.

In composing a ccomittee, one must give carefUl attention to its membership.,

and their representation of the fie' 411 question. Personnel relations 64rel of

great importance. A single hostilc 4;i5.102r ern reduce an otherwise good committee

to a level of obstructionism. Opposing points of view should by all means be

included, but au a sincere constructive basis. As in agy other group, progress

comes chiefly through strategic deaths and retimment. So with an existing

committee. A healthy, functioning, and contributing group must be developed by

replacement over si period of time.

Where new committees are to be established, hoverer, opportunity exists to

assure sound zembership Uwe approach it properly. Initial planning, including

presentation of staff papers, identification of community resourcev, etc., night

mell take place in Ad Hoc committee meetings. Persons of outstanding interest

and competence will be identified in the group. Others may be named by those

represented. An Advisory Committee may then be named with a high degree of

confidence in the attitude end productivity of each member. Members should

represent an organisation when possible. noice depends upon the nomination of

several qualified water's. The organisational judgment must be honored in any

Use.

Bo such ftr the problens at the local level. kaally important are those

which function at the state level. While the same principles apply in general,

special considerations exist if the local-state partnership is to result in a

comprehensive educational service throughout the state.

Tbe state hos a vital role in program development including the important

responsibility of coordinating local districts to assure their complementary

efforts. I will not recount here the fUnctions of governmentcoordination,
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stimulationf, equalisation, sta. Let ma rather emment ft= the standpoint of

leadership. There is no aosmitte that is not locel, there is no lead...ship that

S. mot local. It is the JP..tican concept of democracy that joins meabsrs from

several localities and projects the judgments of one thus supported beyond the

limits of his own.

The State is so greater than its parts, rather it is great because of them.

Its leadership suet have a fine restraint in its distinction of service from thio

leach of government. Leadership is *quite an arbitrary thing, and it is no less

incomyitsnt because of its level. We must not be innocent of the fact that there

exists throughout the hinderland greater insight, greater vision, and better

judsmant than way be carried at the aossot by the mantle of authority.

Leadership la vindicated u it is successful la bringing these resources to boai

decisions. The advisory committee is a vital mechanism for this purpoia.

I vill have more to say about the fuaction of the advisory committee.

Series it at this point to observe that the !traction at tbe state level

approximates that at the local level. Demme of their greater impact and scope

of *rotation, their sambarship sust be selected with even greater care. Perhaps

mare emphasis may be placed upon the use of the Ad Roc Camittee in order to

obtain a greater six. Their opportunity to enhance the legitimate !unctions of

goirstmasst ars macceedd ad/ by their potential to inhibit and stultify the local

Amities, eithst through salfunction or through failure to function.

Beers discussing tha generic qualities of an cdvisory amino*, I mould

sake a tow swasnts on their function at ths federal level.

The task of self-orientation of officials at the federal level semis

ovonbelamisg. Their function must still be justified at the local level despite

their mustiest in time end space. Ws are indeed fortunate to have personnel in

the U. 11. Office of Idusation who are atypical among the agencies in their use ofa

the advisory committee. literally wet of their cameras deal vith the support
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of State level agencies, and nosy of their omnittees are consequently couposed

of stmators from the state level. This procedure is reinforced from time to

time with conferences involving local personnel, including leaders of businoss

and industry. Publications are typically accomplithod wi.th the assistance O.'

committees of consultants drawn from across the nation. The work ot the Pearl

Consultants on Vocational Education and the contribution of their Report to the

President need not b recounted here. twellent leadership in curriculm

dewelopsent has been provided by contracting with local schools through their

state departments in the development of guidelines in essergIng fields.

!hose practices are in contrast to the methods brought by other agencies to

the field of education. It pleases me to cite two examples. Can you tell me why,

la the twenty-five yeara of its history, the civil defense agency has failed to

provide for the needs of babies in their emergana plans? Their stocking

regulative& show no evidence of requirements in baby food, diapers, ar other

special supplies. Quito possibly these items are not numbered among the felt

needs of the authorities who heve not seen the utility of further analysis.

The Bureau of Employment Security accustomed to their prescriptive authority

in the MDTA program sacs now through their occupational need studies to extend

this procedure to other programs. Ono of our greatest difficulties as educatos4

is the accurate armament of the labor force and the balance of opportunities

which exist in it for our graduates. We welcome and support any and all efforti

to the improvo:Ant of this important service. Moreover, we aro interested in

this detailed contact with citployers to point us in the direction of emerging

occupations, changes within occvpations, and occupations which are beaming

obsolete. Such curriculum triggers can be of enormous assistance in our efforts

toward continuous curriculum inventory. Our curricula= people will thus be

enabled to darect their efforts toward areas of Immediate significance rather

than diluting then continuously ovor ths entire field. in tbe "preserlyttes
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approach! it is planned to stu4y 50 ONSA "metropolitan areas" across the country.

Educational planners realise that these are the areas where we presently have the

beat information.:, where programs are soundest, sad where our planning by

experience is mcet valid. The national picture is important but local planning

demands information much closer to the area involved. We might reasonably

suggest that service tc educational planning declines as tba separation of

information from ecumunity needs incresses.

One of the important functions of vocational education in my estimation is

to stimulate our communities socially and economically in order that resources

may be fortified and productivity enhanced. This vill not occur if communities

continue to export their most vital resource--the human resource. Education vill

be 4:featly. in minimising the out migratice only as it is able to stimolate

opportunities locally end to have accurate knoleledge of those opportunities.

This is not to minimise the state and netionsl mods nor the fact of individual

nobility. Attention to these alone, however, would in my opinion accelerate the

berdlong rush to urbanisation and fix: the rate of population decline in the

hidttrland to that described in the uorbidity tables. The prescriptive role does

mot end vith the deo@riptlen of the training needs in a given area, but seems to

include also am upper limit in terms of the numbers of people to be trained.

This reflects the Industrial vacuum for workers, it may even reflect valid

*concede theory, but it la completely lacking in a concept of people vhosa needs

for education persist vhetber or not a particular slot in the leXior force carrieis

their name at the moment. /n these instances either the vill of thee people has

been discoaAed or the feedback circuits hAve been short circuited-from theory to

theory. If the sources of information are astionalisedo local planning vill be

discounted. It is time to bring such agencies in touch with their function

and responsibility.

Mutterer tilts supportive role ot the federal goverment, otuestion is
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eometitutionally the responsibility of the state; but this responsibility Is to

its people. I suggest that the advisory commdttee is the chief mechanism by

WhIch the educational system is enabled to fulfill this responsibility. Let's

*macre mess of its functions and characteristics.

211, snerel Ausisismly emettmot previously referred to, may exist in several

4imensioms. It may be a esmaittee to advise the State Beard of Vocational,

Teehnical and Adult Mucatiou in setting stvmdards and in daveloping a vocational

prograu to serve the needs of the state. It may also be a ocemittee to advise

local school administrators la the deve.lopment of the overall vocational program.

Again it amo be a comndttee to advise local sehool officials concerned only vith

the &minus lineation or other programs. flaw also be a committee to advise

the local school officials specifically concerning the types of training needed

for &business or industry. Whatever level of operation, their function is to

provide closer 000peration and better understanding between school and community.

An advisory oommitte. provides a two way system of communication between the

school and the commmnity which is essential to all educational programs.

An educational advisory committee either at a national, state, or local

level has no adminintrativl or legislative authority. Whether it is called a

comoissime*Ame. or committee, its function is to give advice. Their

*mussel is vital-tolibe-dewalesmiWor-the 'Whoa In identifying needs for

services, naintalning balanced programs, and in gaininkb the support of the pablic.

Valuable assistance is rendered in paanning program objectives, curriculum,

and in certain aspects of curriculum development. Occupational advisory

elmaibtaes function opecifically within tbe area of an occupational or Graft

serrieulua designed for cp preparatory, extension, or apprentice training.

Special orAd Noe Committees, previously ammtioned, serve as a temporary advisory

essmittee to the educational unit. Thoy are call, to provide advisory service

for a specific project or in solving *pact i probiaa aliag az previously
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mentiono4, may constitute a preliminary step toward the design of an advisory

committee.

In contrast to the above, the joint apprenticeship committee is developed to

admiatster au aprorentice program for a specific craft. It is charged to develop

and maintain apprenticeship standards and coordinate on-the-job training of

apprentices. It may also serve as a craft advisory committee for a local school

and proved. advisory service to the school in determining specific objectives and

in planning specific details or related and supplementary instruction for

apprentices. These are distinctly different functions and the committees are

separate deapite common memberships. Failure of members to distinguish between

these roles properly has been a source of difficulty at times. This group may te

of great assistance in the school's placement effort and in employer relationships.

Bach of these committees in varying degrees may sestet in need surveys,

curriculima planning, facility design, teacher and student recruitment, placement

program oval:nation, logislation, adult education, public relations, and provide

other assistance to the local program. Many sc.00l officials recommend the use

of oonsultants to assist the advieory committee with special problems.

Appointment teamsters to an advisory committee should be an official act of

the board to vhich the committee vill be advisory through its executive officer.

bair role should be clearly defined to preclude the possibility that they should

cone to think of themselt2s as a policy making group. The root effective advisory

cconittoo vill have a strong bond of respect among the members for the

characteristics and abilities of each as well es the genmrml understanding and

acceptance of committee objectives. Such team vork it not likely in a committee

thich meets only once or twice a year.

The chairman is a key member of a committee snd ita success will depend

largely on the leadership he provides. He must be sensitive to the views of its

members, be should be able to listen critically sad to criticise istelligeatly.
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A lay person should serve as chairman of the committee selected by &method of

the committees mu choosing. A secretary is also needed since a careful record

of the Mutes is of vital importance. When school personnel serve as recorders,

the minutes should le co-siguedby the chairmen.

School personnel vhose professional function is stibstamtiellv &fronted by

the York of the committee should be represented. Schools vith the tradition of

craft committees may be inclined to by-pass teachers involved in parallel fUll

timm programs. This practice amounts to no committee for the major program.

Standing cosmittees should be formalised with a constitution and set of br-

laws. They should include only the provisions necessary fOr efficient committsi

operation and should be officially approved by the board. Rigid sets °trees

may destroy the initiation of the members of the committee and impede the

fnlfillment of its objectives.

Several cautions may be in order to those vho vould enter upon this

fascinating business ot advisory committee work. Committees should be used for

advice rather than approval. Committee *embers resent playing the role of the

rubber stamp. Committee members are busy people and demands upon their time,

outside 0f the committee meetings, in preparation should Iv avoids& Committees

should not be consulted for trivialities or routine natters. Non-scheduled

meetings should be avoided except for very special circumstances. The committee

is not likely to fulfill their function on setters where st?ong disagreements

exist. Highly echnical counsel should normally be sought from a consultant to

the committee or to the school.

In conclusion& one more note of philosophy mey be in order. We must

recognise that economic imperatives force the employer to place his priortties on

the profit and loss column in his ledger. Si. employees are judged upon the

basis of this balance. Se is therefore fundamentally !aerostat in the best man

bribe job since the productivity is higher at a lover cost. The principle of
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scarcity places limitations on his largeness, in the educational development of

esplayees. This principle characterises also the economic orientation of the

Bureau or Inployount Security. I uvula remind educators of their responsibility

to individual fulfillment sad min= utilisation of the human resource. This

plans then leo degrees out of phase with the employer with respect to the

individual. W. nmst confront these pressures vigorously lathe defense crew

individual and of society in the interest of their mutual, long range goals.



PHILOSOPHY AND PRINCIPLES - VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

by J. F. Ingram

May 18, 1967

For the purposes of this presentation, the word "philosophy" is

being used simplyvtp mean what one believes. One's philosophy of

Vocational Education, therefore means what one believes about voca-

tional education.

Ntat one believes about anything is diaped by what one knows or does

not know about it. One's philosophy of vocational 'szlucation is shaped

by what he knows, or does not know about it. It hasIbeen said that what

one does not know is not as harmful as what one does know, which is not

trues We have some people in high places today who jskow some things about

vocational education which simply are pot true! But their philosophy is

based upon these things that are not true.

Honest people cannot divorce their' actions ia or toward anything from

what they believe about it. Those who would hold erroneous beliefs about

a thing are usually, unless by accident, erroneous in their actions toward

or in it! This is the reason a sound philosophy is so very important..

This is the reason a sound philosophy of vocational education is so essen-

tial to a sound program of vocational education.

Thera are many reliable sources from which all of us can obtain factual

information about vocational education. If all of us tap these resources

in search of factual information about vocational education with an open;

and unblased mind we should arrive at some common beliefs about it. When

that happens, we should begtna to see some actions in common in all programs

and by all people in vocational education. This, too, is important!: This
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does not exist today among vocational educators. What happens or does

not happen in any single State is, or should be, of concern to all other

States. The sources from which we can get reliable and authentic infor-

mation about vocational education are, to name only a few, (1) the history

and literature concerning the activities which eventually brought about

the Smith-Hughes Law, (2) the testimony presented to congressional commit-

tees on the behalf of vocational education, (3) each actual Federal law

providing Federal support for vocational education, (4) each revision of

the Federal policy bulletin governing the administration of Federal acts

supporting vocational education, (5) the literature authored by our most

illustrious leaders in vocational education such as Prosser, Allen, Wright,

and others.

Let us at this point separate our beliefs into two araas. One set of

beliefs has to do with such questions as: (1) What is locational éduca-

tion? (2) What are the real aims, purposesr,ii and goals of vocational educa-

tion? (3) When should students be enrolled in vocational education? (4)

What should be the course content in a vocational curriculum? (5) Who is

qualified to teach a vocational course? (6) What shoula be the length

of a vocational course? (7) What are the real ctiteria for proper evalua-
$

tion of a vocational program or course? There are may other questions

similar to these about which we must have beliefs. Our beliefs as to the

proper answers to these and other similar questions are really our philo-

sophy of vocational education. We will come back to these questions later.

Out of one's philosophy should come the principles of operation. The

principles we formulate should certainly support our philosophy or belief

about a thing. The questions arise: Does philosohpy change? Do principles

change? The answer is that for individuals philosophy does change if new



anWor additional faLtuil information is acquired. Our philosophy is

what we believe. Our beliefs are shaped by what we know or what we

do not know. As we learn new facts and as we unlearn some things and

learn true facts, our beliefs do change and our philosophy changes.

Principles we adhere to should be in support of our ehilosophy. As

philosophy changes for an individual, principles must change for the

individual,. too. However, a philosophy based upon absolute truth does

not change. Principles that support a philosophy based upon absolute

truth do not change.

Reference was made a few moments ago to two kinds of beliefs. One

kind has to do with what, who, which. The other kind has to do with how:

It is in this area -- "the how" -- that there is room for experimentation

arid variations so long as the real goals, aims, and purposes are Rept in

mind. Hawever, if we are as intelligent as we claim to be we will not

set out to rediscover America all over again! Instead we will benefit

by the many things that have been tried and abandoned by our predecessors

and had steadfast to that which has stood the test of time. We have behind

us fifty years of experience in vocational e.iucation. We have behind us

same additional decades of time during which many things were tried and

bumd lacking. It should be pointed out that the acceptance of a common

philosophy or beliefs about vocational education need not in any way

"stereotype" the approaches to vocational education. No one would claim

tbat we have yet reached the ultimate in matters such as techniques, pro-

ceduxes and methods for accomplishing the aims, purposes, godls,i dm, objec-

tives of vocational education. As long as there can be some agreement as

to what these are there is ample room for variations in the methods of

achieving them!
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Let us npw get back to sane of the questions previously raised. Let's

start with 'hat is Vocational Education?" It is extremely difficult for

MB to understand why there is not complete and unanimouo agreement upon

the answer to this one. Yet fhere is not unanimo..;s agreement. I can

find absolutely nothing in any of the records or background literature

pertaining to vocational education that would even hint that vocational

education is, or can be anything expept'.an organized educational irogram

through wbiCh individuals are taught, and through which individuals learn,

the skills and knowledge peculiarly useful to one engaged in ueeful work

or empfpyment in an occupation chosen by the individual and recogniZmJ;

by the instructor! If we'accept this, and as I see it we must accept it,

we are restricted to that which can be identified as the skills and know-

ledge peculiarly useful to an occupation! However, instead of consid,fing

ourselves as being restricted why should we not consider ourselves as being

free to include whatever is needed froa whatever source it may be available?

It is quite beyond belief that any intelligent person knowledgeable of the

evolvement of vocational education could hold opinions contrary to this.

Yet I am convinced that some vocational educators do! If vocational educa-

tors everyuhere could agree upon what vocational education is there would

not be any great concern over haw it is to be conducted. If we agree upon

what vocational education is, we could easily agree upon the second ques-

tion as to its aims, purposes, and goals. These can be nothing more nor

less than getting individuals properly prepared for advantageous entry

into, or upgraded in, employment in an occupation selected by each student.

If these are the goals, aims, and purposes of vocational education, how can

any vocational educator propose that anyone should be enrolled in any

vocational program or class unless and until each individual has indicated

a desire to prepare for and enter, or upgrade himself in, an occupation?

Why would any persons be accepted for enrollment in any wcational class
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uhkess Chat person possesses the potentials that can be developed to the

point he or she can be successful in the occupation for which he or she

is to be trained?

At tinls point we should consider the place and function of vocatimal

guidante__ The 1963 Act makes vocational guidance a part of vocational edu-

dDtion. The more extensive and intensive activities of vocational guidance

ulth students should precede theit entrance or admission to a vocational

program. Of course, the guidance function must continue for the dura-

tion of eadh student's attendance and until satisfactorgy placed in his

or her next station in life. Vocational guidance should reach boys,

girls, men and women at the earliest age possible and should continue for

as long as needed to enable each individual to make an intelligent choice

of an occupation. The two major functions of vocational guidance are

(1) to teach as many people as possible as much as possible about career

opportunities through vocational education, and (2) to teach as many per-

sons as possible as much as possible about themselves -- their aptitudes,

interests, and abilities. Out of these two activitieemore.:and more

peopic should be able to make more intelligent occupational and career

choices.

Although vocational guidance should reach people at early ages and

at lower grade levels, we should be careful that the public does not get

an impression that we start training boys and girls in the skills and

knowledge of a specific occupation at such lower age and grade levels.

We should make clear distinction between educating people about occupa-

tions and educating people for work in an occupation.

This treatment of vocational guidance is presented at this point to

say that a part of a sound philosophy of vocational education is a belief

that every person should be encouraged to gain as much general education
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as possible before entering a vocational program. First, because the mre

general education the studetit has, the more the student will gain from a

vocational program, and second, It is recognized that we live in an age

when people need a broad general education for effective participation in

our society. A part of vocational guidance should be that of encouragine

every parsons to acquire as much general education as possible before

entering a vocational program. But a much more important aspect of

guidance is that of encouraging every person to acquire some saleable

Aills and knowledge before leaving full-time school -- at whatever level.

A part of a sound philosophy of vocational education is a belief that

sound vocational education must be preceded and accompanied by sound voca-

tional guidance to the end that every student enrolled in vocational edu-

cation has a realistic occupational goal which the particular program is

designed to assist him or her achieve and to the end that as vocational

stuherts change their occupational objective they are transferred into a

moxe appropriate curriculum.

A part of a sound philosophy of vocational education is a belief that

for each individual enrolled who remains to graduate, vocational education
A

fails if that individual does not enter and succeed in the occupation for

which the program was devised to prepare him or hers The real and only

measure of the effectiveness of a vocational program for an individual is

whether or not he::or she made use of at least a major part of the skills

and knowledge he or she learned in the vocational class attended.

A part of a sound philosophy of vocational edl :ation is a belief that

the real measures of the effectiveness of a vocational program are:



1. The percentage of students who are enrolled that remain tn

the program to completion.

2. The percentage of graduates from programs who enter and make

satisfactory progress in the occupation for which trained.

3. How well graduates perform in employment as compared to employees

who are not graduates of a vocational program.

When the dropout rate is too high, something is wrong. When the percen-

tage placed in the occupation is too:low, something is wrong. When voca-

tional graduates do no better thqn nongraduaten, something is wrong.

A part of a sound philosophy of vocational education is that a

curriculum which best prepares students for one occupation is not equally

good for preparing students for asz other occupation. Hawever,-this does

not ignore the fact that there are common elements of skills and knowledge

pertinent to two or more occupations which can be identified and taught

through a core concept. But it does eltminage the possibility of a

complete vocational curriculum that trains the student equally well for a

It cluster" of occupations. It is possible for one instructor to teach cer-

tain skills and knowledge common to two or more occupations to studeuts

preparing for such occupations in the same class. However, sound voca-

tional education will require that at a certain point in time and in the

curricula, students preparing for each occupation must learn and be taught

certain skills and knowledge peculiar to the occupation and which would

be of no value to students preparing for any other occupation.

A part of a sound philosophy of vocational education is a belief

that one can teach only what is known. This rules out the absurd recom-

mendation that vocational education should be preparing saidents for the

occupations of, tomorrow rather than those of today, No one knows or can

even intelligently guess what the occupations of tomorrow will be!
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How can we teach what is not knoTm?

One of the most exaggerate&tales we hear today is the statement of

how rapidly new occupations are evolving and old occupations are disap-

pearing! A real good exercise is to try to name three occupations that

have actually disappeateu completely, Aany have declined in numbers of

people employed in them. Butrlow many have actually disappeared?

Equally interesting is to try to name just three new occupations which

are not actually a part of, or a modification of, an existing occupatioi .

of prior time. The best and the only education we can provide for the

occupations of tomorrow is education in depth for the occupations of

today.

The real changecith the world of work is not the disappearance of

old occupations nor15. the emergence of new ones. The real change is in

the nature of work, the kinds and amounts of knowledge one must have to

stay up to date in existing occupations. A machinist is still a machinist.

But he must know 4 great deal more about the many new materials with

which he must work and he must develop the know-how of using new equip-

ment such as automated machinery and programmed operations. We should

ceace to worry about the occupations of tomorrow and provide education

in deplth for the occupations of today. Our graduates will than be equipped

to adjust to, and understand, the new.

As to principles of vocational education I can do no better than refer

you to Prosser's 16 Theorems of Vocational Education probably first compiled

by Dr. Prosser. Gentlemen, for as long as time has run and for as long as

time may run, I believe these 16 theorems will stand out as the 16 command-

ments for vocational education just as the 10 Commandments still remain

the bedrock for moral and religious life. They are both ideals toward
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which we should strive. It is doubtful we shall reach perfeztion in the

observance of either the 16 theorems or the 10 Commandments. But when

you convince me the 10 Commandments are no longer important in our moral

and religious lives, I will then agree the 16 theorems are no longer

important to vocational education. But not until then. Nothing has

happened or been said by anyone at any time that casts any doubt whatso-

ever upon the soundness of these 16 theorems as applies to any and all

vocational programs.

1. Vocational education will be efficient in proportion as the

environment in which the learner is trained is a replica of the envi-

ronment in which he must subsequently work.

2. Effective vocational training can only be given where the

training jobs are carried on in the same way with the same operations,

the same tools, and the same machines as in the occupation itself.

3. Vocational education.will be effective in proportion as it

trains the individual directly and specifically in the thinking habits

and the manipulative habits required in the occupation itself.

4. Vocational education will be effective it proportion as it

enables each individual to capitalize upon his interest, aptitildes and

intrinsic intelligence ba the highest possible degree.

5. Effective vocational education for any profession, calling, trade,

occupation, or job can only be given to the selective group of individuals

who need it, want it, and are able to profit by it.

6. Vocational training will be effective in proportion as the spe-

cific training experiences for forming right habits of doing and thinking

are repeated to the point that these habits become fixed to the degree

necessary for gainful employment.
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7. Vocational education will be effective in proportion as the

instructor has had successful experience in the application of skills

and knowledge to the operations and processes he undertakes to teach.

8. For every occupation there is a minimum of productive ability

which an individual must possess in order to secure or retain employment

in that occupation. If vocational education is not carried to that

point with that individual, it is neither personally nor socially

effective.

9. Vocational education must recognize conditions as they are and

must train individuals to meet the demands of-the labor market even

though it may be true that more efficient ways of conducting the occu-

pation may be known, and that better working conditions are highly

desirable.

10. The effective establishment of processed habits in any learner

will be i3ecured in proportion_ as the training is given on actual jobs

and not on exercises or psuedo jobs.

11. The only reliable source of content for specific training in an

occupation is in the experience of masters of that occupation.

12. For every occupation there is a body of content which is peculiar

to that occupation, and which practicrlly has no functioning value in

any other occupation.

13. Vocational education will render efficient social service in pro-

portion as it meets the specific training needs of anylgroup at the time

they needs it, and in such a way that they can most effectively profit by

the instruction.
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14 . Vocational education will be socially efficient in proportion

as in its personal relations with learners it takes into consideration

the particular characteristics of any particular group which it serves.

15. The administration of vocational education will be efficient

in prpportion as it is elastic and fluid rather than tigid and standar-

dized.

16. While every reasonable effort should be made to reduce per

capita cost, there is a minimum below which effective vocational edu-

cation cannot be given, and if the course does not permit of this nini-

mum of per capita cost, vocational education cannot be attempted.

Belief in and applications of this philosophy, these beliefs, these

principles and these theorems to every vocational proixam in every state

would revolutionize vocational lducation in this country. The results

would be:

1. A drastic reduction of enrollments in some programs graduates

of which do not enter the occupations for which they were prepared.

2. A tremendous rise in the overall percentage of graduates of

vocational programs who entel: employment for which they are prepared.

3. A phenaminal increase of confidence in and respect for voca-

tional education on the parts of businessmen, industrialists, and legis-

lators, both State and National.

4. A lessening or decrease of the successful inroads being made

hy other agencies and groups in the area.of vocational education.

5. A much better job of vocational education being done at far

less cost.



-

It is my belief that it is the solr ligation of the States to apply

and enforce this philosophy, these principles, these beliefs and these

theorems to vocational education in our respective States. But I

believe just as strongly that it is encumbent upon the Federal Govern-

ment to enforce the vocational education Acts as written and interpre%ed.

As I read and understand these Acts and regulations under these Acts,

they clearly embody the essence of this philosophy, these principles,

these beliefs and these theorems. The Department .111 Health, Education,

and Welfare should, therefore, withhold funds from.any program in any

state which is not operated in keeping with the Acts unless approved

specifically as experidental and demonstration types of prograrps. We,

the vocational educators of the Nation, have consistenly justified to

Congress more and more funds for vocational education based upon this

philosophy, these principles and these beliefs. But when the money is

appropriated we operate programs which clearly violate them.



APPENDIX C

An on-the-spot evaluation of the first day was made by

participants which revealed the following results:

Relevance Feeling

SESSION I 6.5 5.8

SESSION II 6.1 4.9

SESSION III 6.1 5.7

SCALE: 1 - Not relevant 1 - Bored

8 Very relevant 8 - Excited

-
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